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CRUDE BREAKFAST: A PENANCE
I watched MaxPblox start in on bis e99s across tbe
table. He stuck a corner of the toast down into the yolk,
tben pressed more of it into the runninq yellow with his
fork. When he lifted it toward his mouth a qlobule of
snotty stuff tried to keep the toast down. But be bit off
balf of the triangle with a deft anap , I drank some co·ffee
to alleviate the pangs of hunger twistinq in my stomach,
but they only worsened.
"How long 'jeh wait fer them eg9s1" I asked him ..
llTun munots" he said, wiping yolk from his chin.
"That is, ten minutes if Jasper's got. eez hand on nat
spatula steada on Dina's rump I "
Just then the waitress was next to me, glaring over
at Max with a plate of breakfast in her hand.. She had been
in my class in high school, and, with her protuberant body
and double-jointed way of walking, had caused conflagrations
of puberty sickness in all of the young buck males. Her
early back seat education had resulted in a reputation that
she didn't try to live down so much as just keep quiet. The
icy stare waS for Max, but her voice came out as smooth as
clean sheets.
"You wanted 'em up?" she cooed.
I1Always Up,1f I smiled at her.
2She soraped a soft breast across my shoulder as she
put the plate on the table, saying "Hope it's hot enough
for you."
As I ate, the bakery began to fill up and get noisy.
People helped themselves to coffee and waited to order food.
The women; secretaries, shop olerks, and bank tellers, sat
at the round tables near the walls of the room in prediot-
able groups. The men all sat. at the long table in the
center, some talking, others looking at the newspaper. Men
from all the businesses in town gathered here each day to
talk sports, politics, and women. I figured most of them for
crude simpletons sinoe I'd come home from college. The
needling around the table lacked a grim, realistic view of
the shit. in the world, but the humor sometimes tickled me
anyway.
The Chief of Police put a cup of coffee, a donut,
and a walkie-talkie on the table next to me and sat down.
His hair smelled of lilac. It dist.urbed t.he fresh rolls
smell of the bakery. "Ain't. shaved that beard off yet, eh,
Curley?" he asked.
"Keeps the egg off my shirt" I said without looking
up. "Up pretty early today, ain't y801"
"Somebody's 90tta keep the town safe for raisin'
kids" he replied.. The grocer, a fat-oheeked man with
pinohed eyes said from across the table "That why you never
got married, Jack? Scared you'd have to nail yer own
3young-un?" The lawyer next to him., dressed in Oream yellow
pants and an oat.meal-oolored jacket, breathed a curse into
the newspaper. He reached for his coffee, then said, "Pass
the sugar! n Everyone at th.e table heard him, but no one
moved. He lowered the paper, eyed the sugar at the other
end, and repeated "Pass the sugarl!" The old fellow near
the sugar looked at the banker opposite hirr. and grumbled
"Noticed how these younq fellows don't have no manners tord
their elders no more, Burt?~
lfRight enough, It the banker replied, nand some of 'em
don't know how to dress yet, do they Wheeler?"
Before I could answer the policeman said "Better git
that grape jam off your lapel before you talk too loud, Burt ..
Curley might offer you his sweat-shirt .. fI
"PLEASE!I Pass the sugarl" the lawyer shouted.
flNice mornin', eh Eldon?" the old fellow said as he
passed the sugar.
flDandyl" Eldon snapped , And then an afterthought:
tli'lise asses I"
The olink of oups and spoons amid the steady sound
of conversation, broken by occasional laughter, blended in
the room as customers passed in and out. I nursed my third
cup of coffee and felt the slippery eggs working through me.
The clock read ten-to-eight, and the back page of the paper
said that an emminent research doctor had discovered that
marijuana caused male mice to develop breasts. As Dina
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leaned. over with the lawyer's pancakes I observed. what pot
hadn't needed to do.. She caught me in mid-stare, smiled,
and pressed a hip against the table as she filled my Oup
again.. tlThat's good, Dina," I said, hating the waver in my
voice.. "I'm as charged up as a young stallion .. "
nOh, What are you gonna do with all that energy?" she
teased ..
I scalded my mouth with a quick gulp, just as my
father walked Ln, He was dressed in a light green summer
suit, wore a plaid hat to hide the baldness, and greeted
the men at the table with an expressive smile and. still-
sleepy eyes ..
"Bow ya doin t'day, a-ball? I' the policeman asked him ..
';Too early to tell," he said, exaggerati.ng a scowl ..
He faked a jump when Dina approached with his coffee, and
some sloshed on her hand ..
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"Kinda nervous t'day, ain't ya1" he asked ..
nOh, you always make me nervous" she said.. He
squealed out a lecherous laugh and ordered two eggs up.
n Always up? I' she gr inned, turning away ..
"Aren't you workin yet?" he asked me.
"Just leavin" I replied.
nOOn I t blame ya l l said the policeman, "ao am I. n
"Didn't mean to soare you awayli my father said.
IlWell, you know how it is with the working class, II
5Jack. said.. "No, then again, you prohly don't. I got:1:a 9'0
check the parkin' meters. I've qat an accident report for
you, but I'll wait another hour unt.11 your outta here."
ftWhat's old Walter Rue buildin' out behind his house?"
my father asked. the banker. UThey ju.st: had their twenty-
fifth anniversary, and all their kids have m.ovedaway,
haven't they?f1
The banker looked over both shoulders and leaned for-
ward secretively, though no one was near him to eaveSdrop ..
"He's gittin' separated from his wifel tl he whispered.
"$0 what's that got to do with what be's build1n'?"
"That's an addition on the house, where she's gonna
live," Burt continued. "She t.old him she couldn't. live with
him another day, and so he'd better 9it bUSy Duildin' her a
place to live."
I1Separated, huh?11 I exclaimed, and my father made the
disbelieving sound in his throat that he'd learned from so
many years of listening to Paul Harvey on the radio.
"Looks lik.e General's outta the hospital," someone
said, and I turned to see Felix Custer come through the door.
He teetered on arthritic legs, peering through glasses so
thick his eyes seemed to smear. It: hurt to watch him. He
placed one foot before the other with unsteady deliberation,
about to topple over at any minute. In one gnarled hand he
gripped his usual two COOkies.. In the other he carried a
paper sack that looked like it contained books. At the
6sight of the brown bag-the lawyer gave an almost impercep-
tible start, folded the newspaper, and rose t.o leave.
Everyone at the table exchanged greetings with the old man,
who had dropped into a chair like a dead Crow. As the
lawyer headed out Felix spoke up, "That you, Eldon? Say, I
got some books for ya."
"Drop em off at the offioe," Eldon olipped without
stopping.
It Goddamnsummofabitcl1. but ain't he in a awful hurry I' n
Felix exolaimed, looking up at. Dina through egg-like eyes.
"Where we headed?" I asked. George revved the engine
of the old red truck with "Amrozowitz Plumbing and Heating"
painted on the door, then pulled out of the driveway. With....
out answering he pushed in the cigarette lighter and put a
thin joint in his mouth. trGit up on the wrong side of the
stable this mornin, George?" He lit the joint, filled his
lungs, and handed it to me.
'·we gotta set a sink and stool out there t' Miss
Sanchez' cottage, n' aft.er that clean up. We'll take our
time, though. Later we start on the hospital job.. Honcho's
are playin' golf all afternoon. fl
nWe, helU" I said. "If she's loungin' around in
that hot pink nightie again, the only tool you'll use is
the one in yer pantsl!!
1He exhaled the word "Sheeeeiti fl in a oloud of smoke.
"Yer just sore cause I made ya work down in the crawlspace
yesterday, ain't ya?" he challenged.
An old man in a blue Buick backed out in front of us
along Main Street, and George slammed on the breaks,
dropping tbe joint. I leaned to pick it up, saying, "Only
'oause you wuz workin' in her orawlspaoe meanwhile. Hell,
the floor under there was movin' like a marcbin' bandl" He
turned and gave me a big grin, eyes glazing.
"Oh, that's right, she wanted me to thank you for
tumin' on thae drill," he said, "She got a big oharge
oughtta that."
I snuffed the joint as we passed the Post Office.
Old Felix Custer stood by the mailbox talking to a bean pole
of a man in too-short jeans. The man was taking a book
from his back pocket. "There's Seretoh Funnels," George
said. "He's a good half a bubble off plumb, that boy."
"Wonder what he's readin'," I ohuckled .. "Bet it's
juicy. It
"Same stuff you read, probably."
IIShit, George, all. illiterate like you couldn't eel1
the difference anyway. II
nWho you callin' illiterate!" he barked.
nOh, just take it easy. You read as much as anybody
else azound here. Except for maybe my father.. But Christ,
all those animals in the bakery talk about is football and
apussy. I spend a couple years in college, read a few books,
think about some different things, and when I come back
here I get the feeling the world's a tuxedo a.nd I'm a. pair
of brown shoes. JUst pissas me off sometimes, that's all."
"You jus.t think about all that highfalutin' stuff
too much," George observed. "What you need is to get out
and drink a. few ste\-IS at night and find yourself a little
, stra.nge ' • .. He nodded, as though realizing more and more
the wisdom of what he'd said. "You just cotlle with me up
to the Whiskey Creek Ballroom on Saturday, and I'll have
Doris fix you up with one of her tight-lipped girl friends.
Them real quiet ones 'a like ta drain ya dry, I hear tell."
"Yea, O.K. George, we'll see." I sat back, hoping
he didn't have any more to say, and let the pot take over.
My thoughts drifted easily, to Dina in her tee-shirt, to
plump Miss Sanchez and the look on George's face when she
came down the stairs to let us in, to the Henry Miller book
I'd been reading, and the line about him being a hyena going
forth to fatten himself on life. I began thinking about the
clarinet player in the band back at school, and longed to
get the dull, celibate summer over with. "Cantt get back
there soon enough,l'I I said. aloud.
"What?" George said.
ItI said I'm ready to clear oughtta here already. I'm
tired of scraping shit off my hands at night.. How do you
stand livin' around here, anyway?"
9"Like I said, Doris' s got. some frien·ds, and if you' ve
got any nuts at all, big words or not., you'll dip the ole
wick int.a one of 'em."
"Layoff, George.. Here t s t-f.iss hot:. pink' s driveway .. "
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I t.ightened the rubber olamp on the sewer pipe,
ohecked it for slope, and orawled out of the trench. George
resumed digging with the bac1t-hoe. 'rhere was no wind, the
sun baked the hospital lawn, and I wiped sweat from my fore-
head and neck with my tee-shirt for the thousandth time.
The tractor shook up and down as boom and buoket s~g left.
toward the pile of sand, jostling George around.. His fingers
manipulated the hydraulic levers as though detached from
his body, a.nd I could see from his eyes that he was long
gone in a daydream. I had set the sink and toilet alone
that morning while he had "Instructed Miss Sanchez in the
ins and out.s of her plwnbing.'" I: envied him the excitement
in the midst of a work day, but not the woman.. The size of
her arms would allow her to press six tortillas at once,
and they'd be ready-greased for the skillet. Her legs I
didn't want to think about. ~~en I had pointed out these
flaws to George on the way back to town he only replied,
"Eight to eighty, blind, crippled, or insane .. u
The hospital janitor, Teddy Kamalinas, stood next to
me watching tile work.. He was from some Greek island, and
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rumor had. it that he'd. lost his wife to an Italian who
owned. a pin-ball maohine outfit in Chicago. "You come soon
to septic tank. What you do then?"
"We're gonna fire up that compressor and blast
through this sucker with an air hammer," I replied. "Safta
cut a swath right along the top.fl
"I go back to work," he said. "Smell terrible here."
He was right. George had come to the edge of the big
septic tank, and knocked in a cement block from under the
edge of the slab on top. He qot down from the tractOr with
his faoe twisted into a grimace. "Every germ in the state
down there," he whined. "Let's go 9it some coffee."
4.
The men's table in the bakery was full, so we took
our cups to a corner table and joined my father. nis hat
was pushed back on his bead, and he looked sad.
"Felix Custer just died," he said.
,.Ambulance wheeled into the hospital 'bout two-
thirty, II I said, "musta been him. P
"eleanin' lady found him. Jack said he was settin'
in a chair with a dirty book on his lap. Books allover
the room, and So half empty bottle of gin on t.he table.
Biggest. messa porno books be's ever seen, Jack said.
Stretch Funnels said he'd burn 'em next week e ••
"Burn 'em, helll" I interrupted, "He'll keep 'em in
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circulation around town."
"How's that?"
I1Nothin'," I shook my bead.
"i-lell, I gotta git. *' My father left fifty cents on
the table and walked out.
"Too bad,1I George said. HI remember when he was up
to the huntin' cabin with us. Hadn't noticed that new cabin
between oursand !1axr a, With a skinful a' 9in one night he
stepped out the back door to relieve himself. When he heard
some noise next door he says, •Evenin I f.fax.' He was
standin' in the light from the doorway lettin , her flow.
tloman' s voice from ten foot away, where she was gettin' wood,
says 'I ain't ~mx, and put that thing away I , Ole General
jumped back inside pissin' allover the floor, himself, and
inta his drink he'd set down on his way out. Funniest
thing I ever seen. He sure was a comical old fart."
"Yea, but he's been at the water's edge for aWhile,
though, It I said.
"What was that you said about those books, anyway?"
George asked.
"I think there might be a little club passin' 'em
around town," I said, lowering my voice. "Could be Bome 'a
the town hot shots in on it, too. He was handin' books
around to several, far as I know. Might be fun to make some
of 'em squirm, knowin' the secret. Up for a little moral
blackmail, George?U
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"That's somethin' I'd just as soon not know," he
replied.. He looked at me as thoug'h I ha.d just stepped on
one of his marijuana plants, and rose to get more ooffee.
As I handed my empty oup to him, Dina walked over to
me.. She tuck.ed her tee.....shirt down into her apron so that
i'l: was tight on her, and. sat down..
"You smell like donuts, n I said, sm.l1inq.. She
leaned closer as George ret.urned ..
"My mother's gone Shopping, and my oar's gettin'
fixed," she said. PCould you maybe give me a lift home at
five o'clock? It's just a little ways out in the country .. "
I tried to meet her large-eyed stare, which was wa.rtn
enough to make my sun-burned shoulders hurt.. George was
looking into his coffee, pretending not to listen, but
smiling. nOh, I reckon I can handle that," I told her ..
"Sure ya kin," she breathed, touching my arm.. "I'll
wait in yer car .. Yer adarlin l . "
"O.K., see you in a while, Dina .. "
George showed me a teasinq grin. "You better g1t
yourself a good set of reins, Curley.. That'n'll buck, I'm
figurin I .. If
"Not for long', Podner, and you can swallow yer ad:vice .. U
5 ..
Back at the hospital, I was having trouble paying
attention to the work. Everything sm.elled like donuts, and
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the eyes of Dina Crouch had start.ed a flurry of pornographic
daydreams. I couldn't stop my imagination from rehearsing'
lines and moves.
Geo.rge was in front. of Ide, chipping away at. the
eight inch slab of cement... The noise of the air hammer and
smell of the cesspool weren't enough to break my thoughts.
ffGot her started," he said. "Here, you take a turn."
I tested the air hammer, then placed my feet just
behind t.he hole. The hammer pounded through and broke off
a large chunk. When it went. on through the cement, the
weight of it pulled me toward the hole and I started to
fall. George jerked on my belt from behind, and t regained
balance, but the air hammer slipped and dropped down the
hole. As the chunk of cement splashed in the darkness below
the hammer stopped falling. I turned to see George '{.vi th the
compressor hose ~lraI?ped around his waist.
"Dm-m ASS! ff he hollered, "you 1 d fa.ll in a barrel 'a
t!ts t n come out suekf,n t yor thumb! I'
ttSorry, tl I said. I leaned over the hole, looked
down, and spat, desperate fen: five o'clock to come. "What
the hell's that floatin' down there?t1 I asked. George
peered into the septic tank, then burst out laughing. I
looked at him, exasperated. tlWell, what is it?tl
'Iean't you figure it out?" he laughed. "Why, hell,
that's jist yer reflection down therea"
14
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WhenI walked into the house, my mother looked away
from the TV. "You I re late fer suppe.r, where ya bin? n
flI bin out, and I ate plenty. But if you. got any-
thing left, I could still eat more." She rose and walked
into the kitchen. I wondered if she could smell Dina Crouch
on me, then figured it was just me. I still felt a little
bit damp, and in my stomach humming birds were puttlng my
lets to sleep. She had treated me to a quick course in hay
crushing in her father's barn, and thou9h my back itched,
I put off scratching it to prolong the image of her up
there. At first it bothered me some that she smoked
cigarettes while she did it, but she was so good at it
that I soon could overlook her reserve. I st.arted t.o wonder
if she'd need a ride anywhere tomorrow.
"Bere, eat some salmon," my mother called from the
kitchen.
"Smells just like a virgin,f1 I said.
"Bow would you know that, tf she demanded. IIYou're a
big talker alright, just like your father."
flNever mind. Where is he, anyway?1t
"He brought home a big box of books he said came
from Felix Custer's library. He's in the study readin' 'am
now. Looks like a bunch of trash to me. II
When I'd finished eating, I hurried back to my father.
He sat in his big chair, a pile of books beside him, reading
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one that wa.s titled Laid, Splayed, and Paid. flSo you col-
lect that shit, too, eh?ft I demanded. Se looked up without
saying a.nything. "tihat' s so edifying about these things,
anyway? II I picked up a oopy of a book with a blank cover.
Inside was the title Love-Muscle Beach. I sat down and
started reading. Whey my father got up to leave, I saw that
it was after eleven o'clock. USee you at the bakery for
breakfast," I said, and he nodded.
PleY-IN' APPLES
The first day is always the hardest.. St.rapping the
bucket over the shoulders, picking fast but. laying the
apples in gently, hands always moving, mind floatinq with
t.he clouds. The ladder is heaviest that. day, the bot.tom
rung rapping against shins the most painful, and the repeti-
tion most tedious: fill bucket, walk to crate, empt.y, back
t.o t.ree, up ladder, down. with full bucket, repeat..
And t.he need for consolat.ion, that day, is acut.e.
Hank's voice, calling "Break" most welcome. Hank was my
college sidekick and is now a working and travelling com-
panion. It is his father's farm we are picking. Hank is
big, solid, good natured, and capable of incredible amounts
of physical labor. In fact, he'S damn tireless.. "Just keep
t.hinkin' Spain, Spain,1f he tells me, rUbbing his shins.
"Every two crates, a dollar; every two dollars, a day in
that hot goddamn sun with 'cerveza muy frio' and brown
dimpled Senoritas rubbin' t.he oil on."
"Yea, let's rob a bank and go, t.omorrow," I mumble,
II 'cause my palms feign this practice, and dream, instead,
of small smooth knees."
"Quit talkin' like that," he scolds, I'we've just
st.arted. You know the first day's always the longest. t1
It got easier.. Best. was the morning walk out to the
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orchard with a stomach fUll of eg9s and tat,ers, the frost
tap-tappinq on fallen leaves as the sun came up, to join
Lester by his fire. Be would be rUbbing his old black:
hands over the flames, hands that squeezed fruit for most
of his 63 years. He was small in frame, and lean as a cat
'n the water. His knees were always bent, as was his back,
yet he shuffled and shifted around constantly as he stood.
Be never sat down. ais round face, a white pencil-thin
mustache on his lip, was bri9htened with eyes that shone
with both wisdom and childish dellght. Lester's quick smile
infected anyone around.
t1Hey Bank, hey Karl ••• nice moanin'."
nYea, Lester, keepin' wa.rm? II
II Tryin, to. Prayed fo' good piokin' t'day, bl9'
ahples, low limbs. II (The word coming out AM-ples, like a
preacher saying 'GOd', a round sound.) Il'A nip fa' the cold?"
He hands a pint of Seagram's VO across the fire.
"Good medeeine," I say, after a hot quIp. Lester's
eyes twinkle from under the sweatshirt hood, his lips
pulled back in a grin showing the one remaining tooth, right
in the middle. Hank drinks again. Lester's comin' on with
a st.ory.
"Nut'n like we uata git. down 'n Geoga," he says,
"from ole Elmo's still. Way back in the woodS it wuz, two-
t.hree mile from any road. Yu'd take yo jug, anytime, day
o'night, it wuz awways gain. 1t
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"Wit.h nobody around?" Hank asks, ret.urn.inq t.he pint.
LElult.er tips!t. up ,then s igl1s wide-mouthed I shudders once,
and. resumes.
"You neva saw nobody nowhere .. • • jist. fill yo jug
outa the t.ap n' put fitty oens n' t.he t.in oupan walk away.1I
"You mean everybody payed?"
"You didn pay, you got. the thuty-ought.-six bullet n'
the hack. Man in a tree somewhere, you neva seed'm ..
Ev'body payed."
And he'd laugh, and we'd laugh, exohange a look, and
kick st.icks into the fire. The pint t.uoked away, Lester
wOuld fit his gloves on , saying liLes' piok dem ABplesl lt
Two weeks into the harvest, back strong, hands
roughed-up, thumbs split and bleeding from a thousand apple
stems, I sat with Hank and friend George in the Vassar
Liquor Bar, sipping St.roh's beer. George was gUlping 'em
down, t.elling about the fight he'd heard the previous night.
His mother and step-fat.her tflare edgy, like everyone else,
with the approach of winter.
nIt's her third husband," he say saying.. II My dad
died of a stroke when I was five. Mom re-married, and he
drowned before a year was up."
"Jesus. Christ, II said Hank, nrough road."
"Yea, t.hen she married Al. He's alright, but doesn't
like the rest 0' the family .... can't keep 'em straight.
Hell, I've got at least thirty close relatives, all told.
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Three sisters named Judy. If you don't think Thanksgiving's
Confusing," he chuckled. At Hank' B bidding, we all dra.nk
heartily to our bachelorhood.
As I was getting another round of beers, Val walked
in. She was a short, slim blond with lots of teeth in her
smile and hazel eyes t hardly open • Talkative, sometim.es
loud, she still had some cheerleader left in her from high
school. I didn't mind.
"Fraulein," I greeted, ll"tanta drink some Tequila with
me tomorrow night? Hank's going to a poker game."
She cocked her head, smiling with the eyes and teeth.
"O.K." A little blush behind the freckles, a round-cheeked
pinkness like the skin of a Golden Delicious, fetching on
the bough. "I get out of work at 10:30," she said. "e'mon
over." So healthy, corn-fed, I thought. Pulling with
forced nonchalance on my beer, I invited her to join us.
Karl,
C'mon in. I'll be home shortly. Put on a
record if you want. There's beer in the fridge.
If there's anything else you want, go ahead and
take it. Be here soon.
Val
I had to smile. There was plenty more I wanted.
Inside, I found mostly John Denver records and put one on.
The flavor of the apartment fit the town, Frankenmuth, and
the girl. Happy German folks, I thought, plenty of beer
drinkers, many who spoke only broken English. With names
like Schultz, Schwartz, Zender, Eckenswiller.. Here was the
famous Bavarian Inn, where Val waited tables, dressed as a
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",u.te little fraulein.. I noticed a loaf of local Sauerkraut.
Itye bread lying on the table. I found a can of Busch and
opened it. There was a curious m.agic here, som.ething that.
pulled at the corners of my mouth. I figured I had better
be careful with this one.
Hank and I got so we spent more time around Lester's
fire each morning. His stories tickled us, even the third
and fourth time around. Wise with years, yet fidgety as a
boy, what he believed was just the reasoning out of what
his eyes took in.
"Look aroun,fl he said one morning. "See all lis
stuff growin, growin up all the time.. Grass growin up,
ahple trees reachin up, evathing going up all aroun. Know
why dat is?U eyes peering at Hank, then me.
"\'lliat makes that?1l ! ask.
"Gravity,ll Lester replies, with complete assurance ..
Hank laughs, and I echo it. Lester looks hard at both of
us, hands on his knees, back parallel to the ground. "Hell
yes, II he says, "Ev' n dem rooks grow. It
More amazed laughter. .t Rocks grow!?'·
IlBell yes. Ya see, come winner time, the groun gits
big wid frost, pushin' dem rocks up. Seen it many a time.
N'den come Sprang, dat frost melts n' the ground go back
down, leavin the rock pushed up. Well, dat space lef unna
there gotta fill up wid somp'm, don' it? Sho nuff, dat rock
qrowed where you cantt see it. Been growin b'fo enya us wuz
bonee fl
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It makes so much sense we can't argue. Hank tries
t.o change the subject. "Gettin qood pickin lately, Lester?"
"No, no bayud pickin. "
tlHaven l t you been prayin for good trees? fl
"Yea, but dat don' always work," he says, head waggin.
'iSometimes 'z jist. blind luck." ~Iank and I trade smiles.
Lest.er always seems to have a plan B. "Sometime t.he devil
aronn, gotta be. Frinstans you see a fly comin strate fo
yo eye, an you move quick to one side ••• da.t damn fly
turns too, n l gits you right n l d eye enna way. O'else you
kick a stone, dat stone :nit a limm an come right back in yo
eye. It's jist too damn PERflck, dem tinles, jist too PERfickl
Gatta be the devil."
We agree, as Lester looks curiously at our smiles.
Ii'l'hing you gotta do I z 9'i t yo lick workin. You got. yo lick,
dem crates fill up quick, ahples come right inta yo hand
like ain't nuttin holdin em up. Man kin pick rna in two ahrs
wid his lick gain den he kin all day widdout.. If I don' git
it damn quick, mayt z well qwone home fer a nip."
"Let me know if you dO," I tell him.
By the time the third week of pickin arrived, I
noticed that my mind was quick to stray into day-dreams.
The hands picked automatically while the imagination flew
with the honking V's of Canadian geese in autumn's grey skye
Bunters plugged away at squirrels in nearby woods, corn was
giving in stiffly to the harvesters as pheasants scattered,
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and my co.nquest of Val invaded the mind •IS drifting through
natural signs all around me. Riding to Frankenmuth one
n.1ght., late, to scout. her up, I saw a t.rain pass under the
old wooden bridge. Aloud I t.hanked the sp.irit of Slqmund
Freud. I st.alked on more confident.ly t.oward her lair. Her
country care was becoming a need.
"You're going to Spain when the apples are done?" she
asked one night, her bare arm restin.g on my chest.
"Yep, around Thanksgiving. II
"God, I wish I was goin. I gotts. stay here and wait
on these damn old people. They go 'Schprecken-zee"'Doytsch,'
like they're from Tennessee or somethin and I gotta talk
some German and tell them I'm savin up to go back to college
so my tips'll be bigger. Pretty exciting, huh?"
"Not bad. Don't you ever get tired of smilin?n
"No, man, just tired a workin is all."
"Best thing for a tired waitress is a qentle-handed
a.pple picker," I say, giving her a little squeeze.
"AW, you and your little sayings. Tell me more."
"O.K., how's this ••• best advice my father ever
gave met 'Watch out for women who take too seriously what
is poked in fun!" She pulls my beard with a laugh and a
squirm.
"Man, you know you got it made. Head full o'pot, belly
full o'beer, and a naked lady 1ayin beside you. You're a fat
eat, boy."
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A contented. lauqh breaks out o·f me. "Ain't nothin
I can add to that."
So occasionally I wasn I' t sleeping at the farm.. Out
by the fire, Lester would gaze at me with a teasing smile,
devilry in his eyes, and say, "Hank, what's dis boy Karl bin
gittin? Lookee dat big smile 'n his beard."
"He's gettin what he wants," Hank reports. "Ain't
pickin worth a DAMN anymore."
"Somebody around here's gotta be takln care of, It I
say, "it ain't just a bilge pump down there, you know. 11
"Mine's bin jist dat a long time now," Lester laughs.
"I bin married three times, tho'. Had thut-teen: no jist a
minute, fit-teen?; well, sump'm like dat numba a young. Don'
live wid no wife no mo."
"Why not?"
"Well, y'see, soonI' 0' later dey 9it 'n yo blood.
Den, when dey do sump'm bayud t' one a yo kids, 0 t' you,
like lie, then you cud jist kill 'em. You 9it so mad you
wanna kill 'em. Dat'S when iz time to 90, when dey 9i t ' n
yo blood. II
"But don't they follow you around in your head?" asks
Hank.
"Well, no, no," says Lester, fingers pressed to his
brow in deep thought, "iz like dis here. One t.ime I's pickin
in New Yoke, 'n there wuz dis robin dat sang by the tree I's
pickin. Dis wuz back when people yusta whissle, so I
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whissled baok 'n fath with 'em. One day dis robin made a
saun in his thata, like Ing-n9"n9'n9' dat I couldn't. make, so
then on he made dat soun tacut off my whimslin an earitate
me. When dem ahples wuz picked, I went. ta :rlavds. tat pick:
awringes. One day dis flock a robins comes inta the awchud,
an dis one robin come right ova ta my tree. By God, I
thawt I reconized 'em, auz he whimsIed dat same way, 'n made
dat soun 'n his thota I cudn't. make.. He st.ayed aroun
earitatin me fo t.hree dayst II
"You think he followed you tilers?" Hank asked ..
"No, no, we jist kinda run inta each other."
Hank and I roared, while Lest.er even allowed a smile.
Then he looked at me. "So you watchit, Karl, cuz you neva
know what you gonna run inta anytime." He poked my ribs.
"Look like you got YO lick goin, thot II
The last day of tree-picking, with one week left of
picking up windfalls for cider, three drugged and drunken
friends showed themselves at the farm. Hank was there, and
drove them to Val's, where I was unwinding from the long
harvest of fruit. It was 2:30 a.m. They scolded me about
such indulgences, pointed out the power in 'the red spider,'
(an image from a poem by James Wright), and furthermore
lured me into their night-long debauchery with some warm
Muscatel. Scratching the poison ivy that was spreading
between my fingers, I bid Val a quick and torrid farewell,
wondering if I'd ever get anymore of those German hugs. I
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soon found out.
Karl,
,Idon't want to see you anymore. You're
<]0.1.n9 away to Spain and I'm too scared of getting
attached to you•. That's just the way I am I
can't help it.. And you don't want to get ~ttached
to anything, do you? Thanks one hell of a lot for
giving me poison ivy, t.oo, chump.
Val
So she was gone, that fast, r1qht through my fingers.
The note was inevitable, though, and not so courageous,
since I was leaving in a week anyway. And anyway I had the
last laugh. When she scratches around down there, she
thinks of me.
Lester was leaving the next day, so he came up to see
us with a bottle. He appeared to have a head start on it.
Pouring us two-finger shots in styrofoam cups, and four
fingers worth in his qlass, he smiled and looked us over ..
"Say sump'm b'fo we eat?"
"Go ahead, Lester, say somethin. n
·'O.K. 1t Sloshing the whiskey around, qazing up at his
drink held high, he says, "This stuff jist like gettin n'
education. It don' teach you nothin, jist like dem teachas
don'. But whatevas inside a'you, dis bringz it out. If
you mean inside, n'you drink some o'dis, you be the meanest
sonovabitch aroun'. Ony time I cud 9it long wid my daddy
wuz when he had some 0'di8 in 'em. outside he wuz mean.
But inside, ya see, he wuz a 9000000000 man! Down she goesl"
The next day Hank and I took Lester to the bus station
in Saginaw. He was bound for Tampa with a thermos of coffee
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and two paoks of smokes. Wh.entha bus pulled. in, he said
goodbye and offered us one last story. Be looked back and
forth between us as he told it, smiling, but not blinkin<j ..
"One time \fUZ a monkey on dis boat, he wuz a pet 0'
the crew. Wall sho nuff one day dey sprang a leak, n'da
boat wuz sinkin straight down. Dat mon.key wuz smart, see"
so he got right up on top o'themast. Purty Boon all dats
left wuz dat monkey and one quy on the mast stickln outta
the water. So the guy looked up at •em and sa.id •Goodbye"
Iitele Monkey,' and dat monkey j 1st looked down at him
a'laughin and said, 'Brother, I'm a gonna flyaway.' hAnd
Lester climbed into the bus.
THE FREE STATE
The ferryboat splashes through a wave, into the wind,
and bobs down for another. I can see the roofs of the cars
on deck shine with spray, and the line of them waiting
across the straits. The days are measured this way. It
chugs back and forth, each leg a half an hour, sometimes
curving out int.o the fjord to miss the sand bars, but never
losing time at. it.
And I think, watching it disappear for a second, that
I should have known it would turn out this way. Looking over
as Mimi pulls bread from the oven, the smell charging through
the cottage like blown fog, I know it was there those first
days in Christiania. It was as predictable as that boat's
shuttling, sho' 'z a piss 'n the monin', like Lester used to
say. Though I couldn't see it then, was somehow hiding
from the certainty, the recollection of how it unfolded
makes it seem inevitable. You live life forward and under-
stand it bacbfard, Ed Mayo told me. So I guess the sure-
seeming is just in the figuring it out later.
It's a shame that bread has to go straight into the
freezer, but it's for the wedding next week. The lingering
smell of it somehoW' reminds me of Christiania, too, the way
all the loose dogs used to gambol around the bakery every
morning, and the girl with no shirt on kneaded the heaps of
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dough. Maybe it's our coming wedding that throws my think-
1nq back there. These loafing afternoons seem perfect for
pre'tending to size everything up, and although I should be
sanding her 100m and pU1:.t.1n9 the finish on it, the memories
keep surfacing.
How I '1ot there to begin with seems to have contained
some supernatural direction, when I think back on it.. A
Swedish businessman on the boat from England said he'd drive
me across Denmark. He had a big Olds, maybe a. sixty-seven,
and after a long grey day of riding, dropped me off outside
Copenhagen. It was just getting dark. So I walked a few
miles toward the light.s, wondering where I could sleep free,
and came to an old woman waiting at a bus stop. She und.er-
stood no English, but with si9'n language got it across that
a bus would come in ten minutes, and I could find a place
to sleep 'that way', whereever it was going.
The bus arrived, the seat was mighty comfortable,
and right away I fell asleep. I woke up just as the driver
turned off the e.ngine at the bUB station in t.he middle of
t.he city. Now it takes a guy a few minutes to rementber What
the hell he's doing, waking up like that in a strange place,
and before I got my bearings this driver hollered back to
a couple of kids ';Jetting off the bus. The girl, quite young
and pleasant looking, said, "You are looking for a place to
sleep? Come with me. ff Didn't figure I had any choice, so
I followed.
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We got on a train, then walked, then took anot.her
bus. The girl kept talking to this odd-ball she was with,
a skinny guy with teased hair, who was also wearing rouge
and eye make-up. And he kept un-doing his pants to re-tuck
his frilly shirt. His behaviour seemed to embarrass her,
$0 that. I guessed she was his sister.. He clearly was a
f·ew bricks short of a full load, but I felt. tremendous.
'Jeb.ere was this sense of adventure from the foreign country,
the different language, and the way I was at the mercy of
strangers, so I just puffed a cigarette and watched the
fella worry his felt and pat his hair, waiting for somethinq
to happen.
'When we got off the bus, we were left standing opposite
a long block of qrtm brick tenemant buildings, and next to a
wall painted with graffiti. They crept along this wall
looking for a way through, all the while looking to see if
anyone had noticed us.. "You smoke shit?" the girl asked me.
It was nice to hear some words I understood, especially
those words, so I grinned and nodded. 'When she asked me
that, I knew that in the entire country of Denmark, this was
where I belonged.
We came to the end of the wall, and entered a large
open area. The pat.h led to a group of small Gomer Pyle type
barracks, and we walked along through them. They were
painted on the sides with bright murals, piles of wood and
junk surrounded them, and. there was the faint whiff of piss
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1n the air. The girl pounded on the door of one of them, a
dog started barking, a young guy opened the door, and we
"nt-ered.
Inside the plaoe there were no walls. At the far
end sat two beds in the darkness, and in the front corner of
t.he building was a make-shift kitchen and a table with a
Candle sittingoD it. They started ohatterinq in Danish,
and the fella tossed a hunk of wood into the fifty gallon
barrel t.hat served as his fireplaoe. A short length of
stovepipe supported a smaller barrel above the big one,
and another length fit into the ohimney in the center of the
room.
After an animated conversation, during which the odd-
ball dropped his trousers and rearranged his shirt six times,
the girl explained that I could sleep here as long as I
pleased, but that the owner, named Palle, couldn't speak
English. She said that she and her friend had to leave soon,
but 'that we would first have some tea to drink and hash to
smoke. In one day I had crossed the country, got a plaoe to
sleep, and was waiting for a fat chillum of hash to oorne
around. When it came I took a huge pull, nearly choking,
then sat back and smiled at the tickle of possibility, the
lIense that some speoial experienoe was waiting and filling
me with expectation.
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2.
Three days later I awoke from a hash dream. A tower-
ing man dressed. in b1aok and oarrying a book had been chasing
Ule through deserted streets all night. Just before I
opened my eye.s he oornered me in an alley knee deep in
ga.rbage, and I couldn't move. The clunk of a log' brought me
out of it, and there st.ood Palla talking to a stranger.. The
dog', named Christian, was curled in his usual place under
the table licking himself into a sexual frenzy. Pa1le shcn.1ted
and gave him a kick. The stranger said, "Good morning, my
name is Jorgen."
"Mornin," I said,sitt.ing up and extending my hand,
"Norman."
III am going to bUy some things for breakfast," he
said. "Want to come along.. I live here too."
We walked past the little houses onto a cobblestone
street.. The other buildings in the area were much bigger,
all brick, and had few windows. "Every place in Christiania
is a different sort of collective system," Jargon said.
"Some of the people work in their own workshops here, and
others work outside." We passed a doorway from which the
flicker of a welding rod emerged. A man inside was assembling
an oil drum heating stove in a shower of sparks. Everywhere
I looked along the streets laid piles of wood and rubbish,
and near the psychedelic building where I'd smoked hash the
day before amongst a motley collection of dereliots, I saw
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two dogs snarl and start fighting.
"Who owns all of these doqSl?G' I asked.. "They're
running loose everywhere .. "
"Everybody .. "
Soon there were twenty dogs moiling around t:he
flghters, all taking shots at the weakest one when there was
an opening. They appeared to be mongrels with some Great
Dane mixed in, and all of them were ugly.. I reoognized a
few of them from the previous three days, and reoonsidered
the disgustiog situation they created by prowlinq around in
paClks, sniffinq each other, shitt1ng, fucking, and fightinq.
They had their own society here in Fristaden (The :Free State)
Cbristiania, and no one paid much attention to them.. Except
to side-step the dung heaps. But then there was someth1.ng
delightful about the lack of order ..
"This used to be a Navy base," Jorqen explained.. "The
government olosed it five years agO and put fenoes around it.
But those who live in the flats in this area like ants
knocked down the walls to use it as a pazk , Then the Hippies,
as they are oalled in America, started moving in and fixing
up places to live. They started little work-shops, pubs,
8ating places, and even achooke , Two years ago the govern-
ment: agreed to call it a sooial experiment, but now they say
we must leave by April 1."
"How many people live here, then?"
"Around BOO, but people are coming and going all. the
time. "
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nAre there any foreign vagrants other than me?"
"Some. Y.ou see, Norman, there are no laws here, so
you. can work if you want .. "
tlHow much money can I get for a day's work?tl
*'Most people take just what they need to live, to buy
food and. a lit.tle hash and beer, and give the rest to
Christiania. All except the pushers. They are the only
capitalists here. They make much money, and keep it.."
nWell, thanks for the cultural overview, Jorgen."
He smiled as I slapped him on the back. "You should he a
teacher, you know that?"
"I don't understand that word you used there, but I
can see you will like it here.. You seem a bit crazy, like
the rest of us.. You should stay .. "
We entered a small grocery store.. A pile of fresh
bread and rolls sat on the counter, next to some scales ..
The girl behind the counter moved around getti.ng people's
goods from the shelves in back, while another girl scooped
rice from a gunny sack. At one end of b.;e store sat a
heating stove, just like Palle's, surrounded by stuffed
chai.rs and a sofa. 'TWo men wearing heavy sweaters sat play-
ing guitars. A third man, his hair tangled and filthy,
prepared a chillum over a candle. Someone sleeping under a
table in the corner stirred in his blanket. Jorgen spoke to
the girl, who fetched eggs, butter, cheese, some sort of
meat paste, and 10 bottles of 'ruborg beer. I gave him some
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money, he paid, and we knu.d.ged our way hack out.side ..
On the street a fellow grabbed me. fIe reeked of
sweat, hash, and urine. His clothes were rags, his eyes
wOuldn't focus, and he mumbled in a way that Ellomehow
indicated that he wanted money. "En.glana.er, American?" he
growled.
"Yes," I replied.
He snarled, spit at m.y feet, and shook my should.er,
digging his fingers in. A few of the words that. came out in
a torrent I recognized as "Puck, shit." I glared at. him
like Edward G. Robinson, removed his hand, and t.urned. away.
The escape had been so easy that I had t.o swagger a lit.tle,
and said. to Jorgen, "That boy ain't in any shape fer a ruckus.
Hell, I damn near had to wipe his nose for him."
IINo," Jorgen said, chuckling. "There are some a.round
here who have lost their minds on junk. Really t.hey are
more sick than dangerous,,"
"Hey, want to get something to smake after breakfast?"
1: asked.
Ii I can't smoke it,'l he said, flit makes me crazy. tf
"JI",in't that the idea.?" A spaniel bounded by chasing
a grey mutt, scaring us.
"I have been iii junkie," Jorgen said. I looked at him,
noticing the pale, waxy skin, and the droopy flesh around
his eyes, a tired expression that wouldntt go away. "I have
stopped for two years, but still cannot smoke hash. So I
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drink lots of beer .. "
"How long did you shoot it?"
"I did it for four or five years. Then some people
here in Christiania took twenty-five junkies who wanted to
s·top to the Alps in Austria. t4e stayed t.here for two months,
working around a big fame WhEm we came back only two people
started doing it again."
"Christ, but that must'va been hard .. "
flIt was terrible. For one week I stayed in bed
shak.ing, getting cold turkey, begging them to kill me. After
some time I could work on the farm. I read the books of the
Amerioan William Burroughs. They are tremendous books.
They have bean translated into Danish .. "
After that long confession, Jorgen got quiet. He
seemed sad, maybe etnharrassed for telling so much about him-
self to a relative stranger. And then I felt bad for firing
so many questions at him. The silence hung between us like
a dead man in a hammock. I started leaning to,,,ard my own
darkness too, thinking of long months stoned, gripping a
beer and scowling at barroom women. The self-pity I felt as
I thouaht of it seemed silly, because I had been searching
for rapture through pot and alcohol, while Jorgen next to
me had dug his fingernails into the rust at the bottom of
himself and come back through the torture of cold turkey.
Be had made my banal SUfferings seem ridiculous.
As we walked along with our eyes in the dirt, a voice
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called out, "Jorgen1" I turned to see a girl about 30rgen's
4cge with henna-oolored hair run up and embrace him. He
:introduoed her as Merete. As they t.alked together in Dani$h
twatched her faoe execute a range of expressions, accompanied
by easy laughter, and liked her right away.
"So do you like this orazy plaoe, Christiania?" she
asked.
"Other than the dogs, it's interest.!ng. Do you live
here, too?"
nOh, yes, I have a little house near here. But I come
and go, like this beer king here," she grinned at Jorgen.
"If you like to drink beer, you are living in the best place."
"Well, hell, I guess I never would've figured heaven
was located in Denmarkl u
"If you are looking for some work, I oan maybe belp
y,ou, It she said. "I am taking care of this little food place
on the weekends with some friends. It is upstairs from a
big bar and musio place, so the oustomers are usually quite
injured and hungry when they come. They never complain about
the food, though, they are too, what do you say, stoned?"
"Yea. And there is something I can do?1l
nWell,n she looked at Jorgen, "there is Lizzie, she
is from scotland, and Elsa and Mimi and me. And some of the
work is carrying a heavy container of water up the stairs,
so we could use your help."
"l can cook O.K. Sure, be glad to help out. 11 I tried
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t:,o hide the twinge I felt when she named all of the women I
would work with. I remember thinking that this was a per-
fect fox-in-the-henhouse sit.uation. There had been the
anticipation since I'd ar.rived that an adventure hovered
about somewhere, and this turn had the promise of at least
It little nocturnal exercise. The selfish imp of lechery, in
his little corner of my mind that was never out of sight,
raised an eyebrow, giggled, and began turning somersaults in
my imagination. A few nights of acrobatics sounded just
fine. But that they \'lould be other than the usual temporary
tumbles, or that soon the shoes of wandering would begin to
pinch the calluses of dissipation, this I never considered.
3.
"l don't want to make love to you for several reasons,n
she said.. I rolled away, silently cursing my luck ..
"Is it the wrong time of the month?fI
"That's one reason. tl
"What else?"
"Let's just hug and talk more, shouldn't we?" she
replied.
"So, then, you've been teasing me all evening, haven't
you? That first little kiss over the sink meant nothing."
"Don't say that, don't be so rough,,"
"Pass me that beer on the floor," I said. "Can I
still sleep here?"
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"Sure. It's nice and warm, isn't. it?"
"1 '11 say.'·
"You see, Norrctan, I worry about gett.ing- stuck t.oo
fast:. to people. And I came here to live in Christiania to
have lots of experiences. 00 you know what I mean?"
I10f course. Hell, I been pole vaulting around Europe,
is all. You don't have to worry about me gett.in' too sticky."
"What was that vaulting?'·
nOh, that.'s just a kind of sport in America. Nothing."
"It's hard not to with all this hug-ging."
"Damn , but ain't you nicel fI
In the morning I heard someone holler that breakfast
was ready. Mimi and I admired. each other as we dressed,
9199'1in9 and fooling around some. The breakfast table was
covered with warm rolls,. cheese, cereal, yogurt, and coffee.
Karsten and Elsa, the others who lived in the house with Mimi,
were sitting rubbing sleep from their eyes. Elsa had worked
with us the night before, singing as she cooked, and smiling
sideways at my courting of Mimi. Ka.rsten, a shaggy rake of
a guy in ragged but warm clothes, \V'as opening a beer.
f'I always save one for breakfast, n he smiled. He
still stank from the previous night's intake, and seemed to
have been sleeping in the same clothes for weeks. "r.1i111i,
can I have twen.ty krona until Tuesday?" he asked.
"Oh, Karsten I how could you spend the social help
money already?U
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"He was thirsty," said Elsa,"and smoking shit. t.he
whClle time .. 11
11As long as it was good, what the hell? ft I said ..
"Pooh, you are just as bad as he is. You donlt do
'that alltha time, do you?" The look in her eyes ",UUJ ori-
t.ioal, but teasing.
"If you donlt keep a little medicine in your system,
you are more susceptible to disease. Right, Karsten?"
!IYes, I like that one. I haven't been sick for a
long time. 1t
"Day before yesterday," Mimi corrected him. "Has
anyone told you about Christiania?" she asked me.
nA little. I know that both haSh and dog shit are
very easy to find here."
"Oh, you are a shit boy, alright.. Did you ](.now that
there will be a big demonstration on April 1 against the
government? Many thousands of people will come.. We are
working now to organize it. n
"They -v-lill have a Rainbo'41 Army. All the different
groups will have a color. All of us who work in food places
or pUbs will wear green, 11 Elsa continued. UBut maybe you
shouldn't go. The police are not good to foreigners, if
they catch you here in Christiania. tt
"He looks Danish enough," t'limi said, with a nice
smile. There was also a light in her eyes that frightened
me. Not so much the flicker of it, but the way I noticed it,
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ttl. response somewhere inside my rib cage, was tt'cublesome.
She seemed to be t.easing me and encouraging me at. once.
What. she'd said. the night before about independenoe and
e~erience was no longer so oonvincing.
"And the pushers will also have a COlor," Karst.en said.
"'!'hey will wear red, for their eyes." He laughed, then
hunched in self-parody when the girls knifed him with their
eyes.
"You know, there were groups in America a few years
aqowho t.ried to fight the government. They waren't so suo-
cessful. Mostly they wasted t.heir energy on drugs, and t.hen
the war ended. It.'s fine to try all this political stuff,
but. I'm afraid you'll be disappointed."
"Did you do any of those polit.ical thinqs?" Elsa asked.
"Well, I held back and observed it all from afar."
"You mean from a ohair in a pub? 11 Mimi jabbed at me.
"This is the problem here in Christiania. Only two hundred
people work hard, come to the town meetings and deal with
the out.side. The rest sit playing mus Lc and s.mokiog shit
the whole t.ime, talking muoh about how terrible the system
is. But then they do nothing but make noise. It is like this
Greek one, Naroissus."
"Yes, too many just study their own reflection in
everything," Elsa said.
"You care for some Foo-zee-chong?" Karsten asked.
Be had filled his cup with warm milk, and was stirring in
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brown powder.
"That looks like camel shit, I' I sai.d, "what is it?"
"Chinese speed. n
"He needs it every morning, so he has energy to go to
t.b.e grocery to bUy more beer," Mimi said. Ka.rsten laughed,
an-a asked again for some money.. "Karsten, you are no jun.kie
anymore. And you shouldn't spend all this money on beer .. fl'
"Did you go to Austria with Jorgen?" I asked.
"Yes, II he answered. "Today, generals Mind and Elsa,
I shall get the tractor and pick up garbage around.. You
want to help, Norman? We get free beer, but no pay .. " It
sounded orazy, but I felt an urge to impress t.his girl, to
contribute something to this oommunity, not for any social
ideals I entertained, but for her. She was challenging me,
with subtle pressure, and I was accepting it without imagining
where 1t would lead.
"For a few beers this hombre'li do damn near anything,"
I said, feeling the tickle come from her eyes again.
"Your temperature is still near 38°," I told her.
Mimi was curled in the bed, flushed with color and fe.el1ng
miserable.. Her thick red pajamas that I'd just washed felt
soft. "Damn, you sure look like a good cuddle."
"Come down here, wontt you?" she pleaded. I wrapped
her in my arms, groaning, and she wailed like a siren. The
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heat of her fevered skin was enticing, but I check.ed myself
because she wa.s sick.. "You are so nice for such a shit boy, It
she said. "Why are you so nice to me?"
"Guess loan '1:. help it. Ma.ybe beoause you give me
such a hard time. You don't deserve such a nurse, though,
d.o you?'"
"Oh, sure I do," she said, squeezing me. "Just stay
right here with me all day, won't you?"
"Can't. Gotta finish the little rook wall around the
garden out front. Did you notice that someone plan.ted
flowers out there where I ra.ked it up? II
"That was nice. No, I think you better stay here."
"'1'\'10 weeks ago When I moved into this hen bouse of
ambition you said I was lazy. 1510\'1 you \'lant me to waste the
whole day pokin' that thermometer in yer assl"
IlThat's right. It's too late to ohange you now. You
have permission to be lazy today. II
"Bullshit. And you better quit yer low down ways.
lim goin out t.o work. It
"You certainly are a shit boy." She gave me another
h· "Come ......a·,.,k· ';n here to me sometimes, please? I amuq. JJ.... ...
just a sick and helpless woman. 1I
IIServes ya right fer rein So ornery.·1 I kissed her.
"See you in awhile, sweet teeth. And leave t.hem candy bars
alone. It
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5.
I could smell the vinegar on my hands, a.:na the
bandages made cutting diffioult. The slioes of 9'arlic came
off as thick as quarters, but the cheese still held them
down on the bread. When I bit into the sandwich, saliva
squirted around in there, so I had to take three long pulls
on the jug of cabbage juice. It was the first day since the
diet started that the reek of garlic didn't bother me.
~arsten walked in.
"Whewl" he hissed, gripping his nose.
IIWell, Christ, they told me to eat three c10ves of
this a day," I told him.
"What did they tell you about your hands today?"
IIThey cleaned them, put more of that bee I S wax on the
sores, and said if I follow the juice and garl:ic diet it'll
go away in maybe three weeks. Ain't this a sonofabitch,
though?"
"Everyone has had this. We call it Christiania
disease. II
liThe girl at the hospital called it 'staphylococcus' .. "
"The smallest poke gets white and spreads."
"And it hurts like hell.. It's gotta be hecause of
the fuckin dogs around here. They keep things plenty filthy .. It
II Dian' t they give you any blood-cleaning tea? II
"0f course, but it tastes like snake piss. You
carryin any medicine today?"
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He reached deep into a pock.et. of his baggy ooat and
produced two beers. "You feel forsmold.nq hash?" he asked.
twas embarrased to answer, to reveal what had. been
happeninq to me. But as I said I'Nope., thanks anyway," I had
to admit to myself that she had me. The old indulgences had
paled in intensity next to the feeling Mimi had planted in
me. And though I was by no means reformed, I kne,., that
those vegetable highs had lost their control of rapture. I
began to see the long debauchery as a substitution of feeling,
a kind of hiding place where drug numbness snuffed the pain.
t took a drink of beer as Karsten sliced himself some cheese.
More pain comin, sure, I thought, and plenty of beer and
smoke, but now it'll be to bury something else.
"When does Mimi come back from Arasterdam?" he asked ..
IITuesday .. "
"She'll be sorry of your hands.. That's what happens
when you work, you see. Better to take it easy. Beer is
good for you."
"YuP, but lately I been thinkin there's some things
better .. 11
He smiled. "l have noticed. You are lucky. See you
later .. "
I swallowed the last of the bread and made a fist ..
The bandages pulled, the tiny sores biting in like Canadian
mosquitos.. From cuttin firewood, pickin up garbage, and
cleanin that bar, I thought.. The smallest scratch festered ..
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From playin in the dirt. of t.his 'social experiment', amidst
dog shit and junkie sperm. Tryin to keep olean and warm
while half of the revolut.ionaries sucked chillwns, banged
guit.ars, and t.alked freedom. And drank beer and fucked t.he
olosest one at midnight. Lived like the dogs around them,
pis.sln wherever was convenient and sniffin around for what-
ever bit.ch might be in heat next. While the rest of ~1e
people cleaned up after em, contained em, demonstrat.ed,
wrote, paint.ed, fought. the govermo.ent for em. But t.hey're
better off. Some of em came around. Better than outside,
in jails or funny-farms. All at once one would want to
make ceramics, or run the bathhouse, or play the flute in
front of people. Some sat all day, singin nyou can do t.he
welfare rag, just, wait in linel" Fuckin that system.
St.opped fuckin themselves I but 80 slow. And if they had to
leave April 1, where? Where could those drug burn-outs find
a meal for a dollar, or get their stuff without robbin some-
body? 'tlilhere else?, they asked the government. Anywhere, was
the answer. Bulldozer man said he was ready to knock
Christiania down. To put those condominiums up. Condoms.
Get that Big Coin from the Germans.. Fatten that krona. Saw
the girl who was thrown out of parliament for nurein her
baby, approaching with Elsa. Tell us about Christiania they
asked her. But hold it, get out with that baby. No milk in
bere, no sweet tit. Who said you should stay there? they
asked. Those kids should be in our schools. Get. her oughta
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here with that kid. She smiled while the politicians stared.
Never saw a tit before.
I broke out of the reverie. "ai, Elsa."
"Hi, Norman. What are you doing? You stink of
garlic."
"Thinkin about Christiania, II I told her, "gettin mad,
and tryin to make myself a radioal."
nt-lell, this is something new, What will happen eo
you next?U She smiled. "There is a man from Scotland in the
cirous tent, II she pointed, "playing that plaid instruntent .. 11
"Bagpipes. It
"He does this funny dance, wearing special clothes.
Lizzie is dancing with him. shall we go and watch?"
"O.K .. "
no .. K., spaghetti Yankee. If She doubled over giggling ..
I was still hot from the interior monolOgUe about junkies
and governments, and maybe from the change inside, the grow-
ing pains, a sort of mild cold t.urkey. But there stood
Elsa, pointing, pinching her nose, and laughing the rage
away ..
6 ..
nyou like me a wee bit, don't you shit boy?1t Mimi
asked. Her wide-set blue eyes pretended interrogation as
she kissed both sides of my nose ..
"Just a wee bit, alright," I responded, squeezing ..
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There was a smell of strawberries, or maybe it was a taste,
that stuck to her ju.st then, but I said nothing. It seemed
a syrupy observation, but there it was. "1 just might be in
love with you, though," I teased.
"Do you want to come to Jylland with me after April
11 You can meet my parents, and we oan stay in their
cottage. You can read that White Goddess book while I
write my report on Christiania for school."
"What happened to all the politioal idealism?"
"It's tired. And you're tired of the city, too, you
said. We should do that then, shouldn't we?·'
"I'll come for awhile. But I think I'll take a little
vacation to Greece. You can write better that::. way, if I'm
gone, and we can both think this over. It She leaned back,
searching my face. I studied the red cheeks, the crooked
mouth that made a little space between the lips where a
tooth shone through. She fixed me with her eyes, and I gazed
down into the blue where I'd lived for three months. They
reflected the intangible discovery I'd made, and asked a
question of possibility. She held the stare. The sequence
of events that led me to that point flashed by, images of
Lake Michigan, the Atlantic from the jet's window, the wake
of the ferry on the North Sea, Denmark's grey coast,
Christiania, they flashed like a pack of riffled cards that
stopped at Mimi's face. I felt that there had to be some
explanation, some resolution or answer in the sequence, but
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couldn't put words on it. Just her face. I said no'thing
for fear of cliche', as! leave off explaining it now, in
the looking back, because the attempt would be wrinkled
with triteness. There just weren't words for the space in
there, in the intestines of emotion ..
"! I 11 come down to you in the summer, and we can
cotne back together." She broke my reverie, emJ::>racing me
with arms and eyes. I squeezed until she howled and pounded
my back. "But my God, Norman, do you ever smell badl" she
said wincing.
7 ..
They're still out there in Christiania.. Mimi is
asleep now, the brea.d's put away, and the ferry's on the way
back. They had the government tied up in court, so the
demonstration on April 1 was just a show of strength. There
must have been 6000 people, though. I got up late, and saw
that a street theater group bad a crowd around them just
outside the front door.. People were sitting along the low
rock wall I'd built, and standing five deep around the
yard. Faces peered past heads, kids were up on shoulders,
and the actors were painted for the show. Two men and
three women, clown-faced, simulated a tug-oi-war. They
stared up at their imaginary adversary, some kind of monster,
and were losing. They'd dig their feet in, lean back, and
lose ground to it. The clown in back gestured to a sixth,
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'Who sat against a rock holdi.ng a beer in his hand , Be wore
shabby clothes, and looked at the reflection of his scowling
face in a mirror. He sipped the beer, paying no attention
to them.
The monster soon had the others on their knees ..
The scowling clown put the mirror aside, stood, and seemed
t;osuddenly notice the situation. The others were eaoh
waving an arm, beckoning to him for help. He tipped up the
bottle, drained it, and stretched. Then, with a shrug, he
t.ook hold of their rope wit.h one hand and tugged a little.
That brought the others to their feet, leaning backward.
He grabbed the rope with his other hand, leaned himself, and
they started gaining, pulling the monster back unt.il it let
go. They tumbled into a heap on top of one another. As the
crowd start.ed to applaud, they leapt. up, slapping the
shabby clown on the back, his teeth smiling t.hrough the
scowl.
Ilwaen't. that. great? 'I Mimi said from t.he doorway.
ttt\1here is Ka.rst.en, he should be seeing this. It
"1 am t.he hero!" he shouted.. I turned t.o see him
leaning out the kitchen window. "Feel for a tast.e?" He
handed me a beer.
"We walk into Copenhagen in half an hour," Mimi said.
"Karsten, put. the Danish flag on Norman's back, so the
police won't bother him."
IIYea,n ! said, f~wherets that bugle?fl
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"The what?"
IlHey, look, here comes the bear." An old pickup truck
with side panels eased through the orowd. A blaok bear stood
with his ohest and arms resting on the oab. The fellow who
owned him, looking insignifioant beside his pet, handed him
a large jar of beer. The bear leaned back, tipped it up,
and emptied it. The crowd turned to watch, amazed.. The
bear followed the ohug with a belch and some satisfied
rumbling sounds. Foam still dripped down his chin into the
fur on his belly. Everyone roared.
"J!..mazing1n
"1'112 are good friends, this bear and I, n Karsten
qrinned ..
"Let's go," Mimi said, grabbing my arm. HLet's get
this finished so we can go to the cottage tomorrow. So
many people here."
And now weBre back at this cottage again. I must
admit that I wasn't sure I would be when I left for Greece
that spring. But I should've known better. Just couldn't
gat back into the old nihilism. Could~n' t forget her,
because I never really wanted to. Hell, she's slept long
enough. Too many things to do to get ready for next week.
I>1aybe I should get the cornet out, and see about makin some
musLc , Maybe serenade the folk!5 on that ferry.
NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN
The drop of :m.oistureclinging to the end of his nose
jiggled as he spoke. "But I haven't touched a drop of spirits
all day. If I can jus.t get on the train to Holland without
starting again, perhaps I can find a job up there. I've
kicked it before, Yank, and I can bloody well do it again."
He took a drink of beer. "I've at least got to get. rid of
the bloody shakes, you know. II
Eric Sorensen shifted in his chair and looked away
from the old man, Gordon. The little cellar cafe' was dark,
but the dampness made it cool. A shaft of light came down
the stairwell, and the honking of cars from the street above
reminded him of the hot, chaotic Athens evening. The old
man made him nervous with his shaking and the desperate waver
in his voice.. Eric eyed the droplet of moisture under his
nose as he asked, lISa how long have you been into the
bottle, then?"
Gordon took a cigarette and tried to light it from
the butt of the one he'd just finished. Eric reached over
and held his hand still. "I left Washington four months
ago with three suitcases full of clothes," he replied ..
flNow there's just that one bag left. Stolen, all of it
stolen. One night I shared some drinks with qne of my own
countrymen. He put me to bed, you see, I couldn't walk.
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When I woke up one suitcase was gone. My own countryman,
can you believe that?" Eric shook his head, looking away.
"Why, hera, here's what I leftwit.h. Look here."
From a pocket inside the threadbare suit coat he
produced a bank book and thrust it across the table. On
November 17 it showed a balance of $4,772.00. The last
total read $317.00. "Now there's only 150 quid left,"
Gordon whined. flIt's only today I realized. what happened..,
that I had to stop drinking.. I was stayin.g in nice hotels,
then, but they'd throw me out. The last month I was in
Pireaus, a very nice hotel,mind you, but today they threw
me out.. They said other guests had complained.. I'd only
walk in the hallways and talk to them. But I must've been
pissed, I remember so litt.le of it. My room was sO full of
bottles that you couldn't get in. Why, they made me pay
$50.00 for burns in the carpet. Three bottles a day I was
drinking, gin whiskey rye, anything. When one was gone I'd
90 find another, or 90 to a pub if it was late.. Three
bottles. If I don't stop now I don't know what will happen.
Just don't let me take any spirits, do you hear, Yank.?ft
"No spirits," Eric said.
The waiter brought two more bottles of beer. Gordon
insisted on paying. "NO, no," he said, "t asked you to have
a couple of beers with me. Just drink SOme beer and ohat a
bit, that's all. Here, take a oigarette, please, have what
you want. It Eric accepted a cigarette and tried to relax.
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he passed the mat.ches back across the table his hand
seemed t.o jump sideways and his beer was knooked to t.he
floor.. The wait.er hurried over with a rag. "Looks like
you've got the bloody shakes too, old bOY," Gordon smiled.
"See, you're making me feel better already."
Eric smiled and look.ed over at Gordon's eyes.. There
was yellow foam at the corners. The skin under each eye
showed thin rivulets of red veins, and the pale light in
them seemed to focus backward into his brain and then go out.
The man could be 45 or 65, he was thinking.. ais skin is
.lack as grey wax. Now what do I do about him, how do I
escape from him, groddamn is he in bad shape.
Gordon was lighting another cigarette, fumbling with
the previous butt. The two fingers that pinched the fresh
one were stained dark brown to the knuckles. When it was
lit the hand holding the butt arched spastically in front
of his face and the ash wiped the droplet of moisture from
his nose. It hissed as he cast it on the floor and put his
heel on it.
"I used to work for the Pentagon, mind you. I spoke
six languages fluently, but the best was Greek. They had me
in a closet office translating official documents they'd
intercepted from the Junta.. Helluva pack of bastards that
government was, I tell you.. Worse than the fucking Nazis,
they were. But then I started drinking again • • • only a
little at first, see, but worse and worse. tillen they let. me
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I put all my belongings in three suitcases, 'three big
ones, I tell you, &n.d. flew to France. And that' s when every-
tbing went to bloody hell, then."
He called out to the waiter ordering two more. Eric
said no, he had some left. hThat's O.K. mate, that's O.K.,
you'll qet to it, sure, just stay and give a bloke a bit of
com.pany, will you, just need some company now, O.:K.?ff
ffSur e," Eric told him, uFine. But we got.ta git you
on a train north, or you'll be drunk, broke, and sittin' in
a Greek jail. Right?"
Gordon lowered his eyes, then said, "I'm alright on
beer and wine, I tell you, just don't let me have any spirits,
O.K., no bloody spirits."
"No spirits, and no thirty beers, either. After this
one we walk to the train station, you hear Gordon?" This
made the old man pout, but he quieted down. Eric finished
his beer and started on the next one. A Greek soldier bent
over the jukebox in the corner inserted some coins and sat
back down at his table. A few deliberate chords on a
'bazooki' preceded a plaintive voice in a haunting, solitary
song. Eric felt the beer start n'tiJJ'£lbing him, thinking I'll
end up like him if I kee12 roaming goddamn pointless wander-
ing drinking a't'1ay the loneliness like him should 've stayed
there with her on the fjord stayed put learned her patience
instead of fleeing again back on the roa4. to drink and look
for what with, wrecks like this. guy: and his empty fish eyes
lea I should maybe feel lucky I can still change it • • •
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"A've a fag then Yank:, a'mon "II As the pack was
passed across the table Eric noticed that Gordon" s hand no
longer was shaking.. "How do you do it, Yank?"
"Do what.?"
"Just wander around Europe this way .. .. .. That's your
only luggage, isn't it .. " .. I mean don't you have family
back in the States or a missus someWhere? What are you doin'
in Greece with these bloody bastards, then, it's as good as
hell isn't it?"
"Thought. I'd lOOk around some, that's all. Got
tired of workin' In wanted some sun," Eric answered, thinking
9'.,0od as hell alright with a mssus someWhere weavin' those
socks for me lookin' out the window at the. l.arch .1 plant.ed
no gotta quit grindin' on it no", I'tl!. here ~itthinkin.' .. so
much about. her since I'll probably have to gob8.c1<. anyway
no no use grindin'now.. ......
"And it doesn't bother you going by yourself whever
the wind blows, like they say, that doesn't make it bad for
you then? I just don't understand how someone can do itl"
flFigured I needed ito n
"Oh , Jesus Christ Yaro,\: you've got it then, you've got
it alright because I can't do it Yank, mind you, other men
get lonely and do something about it, get married or drink
or something. Mind you, thatts fine that you've got it, but
some are just born losers, that's all, born losers, you
hear, and that's God's bloody truth, that is!"
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There was another drop of moisture on the end of his
nose, another cigarette burning down near his fingers, and
another beer bottle empty.
"Get up, Gordon, we're 9"0in , t' the train station."
"We've got time for one more, for the road, eh, sit
Qown and 'ave one more Yank, what?"
ffNope. Let's go, I'm gettin' you on a train .. "
Shaking again, Gordon got to his feet. He wore no
socks in the scuffed oxford shoes, and Eric had to wait at
the top of the stairs. It was cooler on the street now,
but the cars still raced along, honking at each intersec-
tion.. He hoisted the green duffel bag onto his shoulder,
saw Gordon come lugging his black satchel, and headed down
Papodistriou St. toward Syntagma Square.
The Plaka was a chaos of young Greeks and tourists.
Hawkers in front of discoteques interrupted the flow along
the narrow sidewalk, and each time he waited for Gordon to
dislodge himself from the crowd Eric noticed the prostitutes,
eyes heavy with mascara, peering out from doorways.. One
spoke to him, saying, "Oreos (good looking)" as she ran her
hand through his hair, but he kept walking.
"Shouldn't we just stop in one of these pubs for a
beer, Yank?" Gordon panted. He had shifted the satchel to
his left hand and seemed to be limping.
I'Nope. If
"How far is it then, there must be a pub at the train
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$tation.. I'll bUy the tioketaml we can •ave one there,
what?H
"Bout twelve blocks," Eric said. They turned. down a
deserted lane at the edge of the Plaka and lit. ciqarettes.
Gordon began talking, bu.t he ignored 1t. • Catch an is land
ferry tomorrow he was thinking get away from this madness
doe-eyed whores andex12ensive wine find a beach on Kos find
some work and just sit t1.9:ht on littlernoney and think it
over when I' 11. be read.y to go back when the road sickness
iet.s too st.rong and go back to stop it once a.nd for a.ll yea
maybe find work sornewherefori!lwhile andgitme a beaoh
bunny hell yes find. some loose Au~tralians bird.s they call
'em or else a Turk for the exeroisetheykiss wit.h the. teeth
remember the. one in Nic.9 called me a chauvinist well hell
yes she wanted to do it anyway and, was 401n'. the usin' ju.st
like me she said we all are all of us travellers after the
fleeting. fuok but when does it sto2 no no uSE!g;rindin' on it
just find somethln' to squeeze for now you.old cunthound •••
At Syntagma Square they passed the sidewalk cafe's full
of tourists. A tuxedoed fiddler walked from table to table
sinqing in a high fine tenor, always smiling. Waiters
hurried about in blaCK, holding trays of lamb, shish-kebob,
heaped sala.ds, and bottles of retsina. One stopped Eric and
plaoed a hand on his shoulder sa.ying, "You want zumtheeng to
ea.t, mister, I have fried cheeken for you, stop, zpreoken
!ee Doytsch, are you Amereecan, come come, tait down, tait
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down," but when he saw Gordon he moved away into the kitohen.
Goddamn hungry smells g;ood.iot.ta 9it some eats but
'too expensive here mal be by the train station gitsome
mousaka oheese and wine qottaqit him on that train though
nO spirits hope it goes ton.19ht and then I find a bed oh
there's a nice lookin' blond one Scandinavian maybe Danish
too could practice the tongue oh where the hell has he
gone • • •
Gordon's satchel sat on the sidewalk outside a cafe'
door. A waiter going by with a full tray kicked it to the
wall, and Eric let his pack down to wait.
"Hello,·' the blond girl said. She was thin, tall,
and Eric thought Swedish from her accent. He smiled at her
friend, who was fatter and looked up at him past a creamed
nose.
"Been on an island?" he asked.
"We are coming from Kriti," the thin one said.
"We must fly home tomorrow," her friend added.
"Aww, that's a shame," Eric pouted. He liked the
airy lifts at the ends of their words. "Where's home?" he
looked at the thin one.
"Sweeeedn," she answered. "And you are Junerlcan?"
"Yes. I"1ichigan. fI
"You look VEry SWEEEEdish,1t the plump one said.
n I Ad t' use the 100, Yank. It Gordon emerged from the
cafe. "Found some birds, eh? Shall we sit and 'ave a beer,
then?"
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"You" re welcome to sit with us, Il said•• &oh',... JIl""t".t.. "'" .I..... one.
t1Thanks, but gotta catch a train. Letls go, Gordon.
Fa.rvell ll Eric shouldered his pack.
"What I s the bl'o,o'd•• y ru,"",h t·h'''''n,' Y k... ... an r , nothing wrong' with
an innocent beer, and the birds fancied you as well, what?"
Gordon struggled to keep up.
"Bullahit," he replied, thinking Shouldn't be so
hard on the old guy :but gotta,see him ,on that train can't
handle this anI: more maybe theylll still be there later no
forget it • • •
2.
Brie tossed the last polished spoon into the tray of
silverware. The thunder outside interrupted the shouts of
the waiters, and the clink of dishes from the sink where
old Papa Yanni leaned. Kosma.s sa.t near the swinging doors
to the dining room counting the money and sipping from his
glass of whiskey. The fight was over. The two waiters,
Pa.nayoti and Spiros, passed in and out of the kitchen with-
out looking at each other. Five minutes earlier they had
thrown trays of food, punches, and kicks. Nothing had
landed. The cook's helpers, maitre dlhotel, and other
waiters, dashing from different a.reas of the orowded
kitohen, had separated the two boys. The mess was oleaned
up, and the other waiters resumed their smiles each time
they passed out into the dining room. Each time they
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returned through the swinging doors their eyes ~1idened,
'they crowded around the counter, and beqan shouting, shadow
boxing, and laughing.. Papa Yanni looked at Eric and tilted
bis nose upward sounding the shaming cluck with his tongue,
"TT .. n The cook walked back to where Eric sat polishing
knives. He was wiping fish guts from his hands, and his
neck and face "'c1ere still red from the excitement.. "Fucking
Greek me.ntalityll fI he snarled. Eric shook his head smiling.
Be put down rag and knives and walked out the back door.
Rainin'pitchforks, be thought, lookit that black
cloud aroun the mountain how's the line go 'the belly of a
Cat wending i tsw-ay secretly homea1:daybreak • 1e81:ha1: 's it
perfect hiEuJn' t. rained in. weeks but knocks J~ink.Eetalsfro:m
the oleander "tlonder. if l-iimi got them ill the envelope and 1:11.e
mint leavesaw-ful sorry letter such self-pity but. can't help
grinding on it. now down in that dungeon. the whole goddsmn time
vo,latile Greeks like .a. prison here. but. t.hen I asked for t.he
job asked for the self-pit.y t.he Whining letters t.o her
ridiculous to cry about it but no wonder those boys lose it
worj{in.three times.l1.dayssven days a week wish I could've
understood the hollerinthough Christ. were they ragin awful
eoor fighters just noisy and hot-blooded but one more week
of this for me should be plenty • • •
11 Is your work finished, Erica? 11 Eric looked back at
Jorgo, his fat bulldog face and perpetual scowl.
f1Just takin. a break," he replied. "Goddamn noisy
down there. l1
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"The boys get. somet.imes excit.ed. Say they will qUit..
You make it. worse, you quit. next. week, make t.hem rest.less.
Bat:. f·or them to see someone "'ho is Just a bum, no responsi-
bilities. But. no One else quit.s.t!
"You ever get. sick of this place?" Eric asked. flWorkin'
seven days a week, kissin' the fat. German tour~st's asses all
the t.ime?"
"I kiss nobOdy's assl" Jorgo barked, heating up.
"That ain't what:. I asked," Eric glared back.
Jorgo's liver-colored lips rolled outwards as he took
a breath. "Why you think I drink all the day, eh? Somebody
has to run t.his place. Somebody don't:. like the way I run it,
they can go. I put:. no fucking chains on nobody. You don't
like it here, want to quit, quit, rynow if you want, I don't
stop you. I know you don't like it, you want. to bum arount,
so you quit next. week. Fine.. You want to quit rynow fine,
just don't come bitching to me, understant? I t.ell you t.his
one month ago when you start, I tell you same thing rynow •
"And you've told me the same thing every single day
I've been here, Jorgo," Eric interrupted.. "When do you
leave this place?"
"We close in September or October. Then we have 000'1'
time, eh? 111 He punched Eric in the shoulder, jumping from
ornery to delighted in a split second.. "Yea, then me and
Kosmas go to New York, eh, going all winter to the race track
and fucking plenty of women, eh? You like the sound of this,
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.h, Erico? You meet. us t.here in winter and we all have
~OTdamn GOOT time! You coming?
"Think I'll miss it, Jorqo. Can't afford t.hat. shit.
Probably wo.n' t be back over there anyway.. You boys have a
good. time."
If Don' you worry about that I" he said. through a belly
laugh , '~GOTdamn GOOT time I III
The rain had stopped while they talked, and the black
cloud moved away from t:he mountain in the cent.er of the
island. A few bolts of lightning touched the mountains of
Tu.rkey across the straits, 20 miles south.. Toward the village
to the north the sun shone on the wet green olive groves and
the fenced mine fields. A greek soldier emerged fro·m a pile
of brush that hid an underground shelter and looked across
at the lightning t.hrough binoculars. Then he turned,
scanning the beach where the tourists sunbathed. Eric waited
until the binoculars pointed toward the hotel, and then
waved. The soldier lOWered the binoculars at once and waved
back.
Poor bastard draft.ed.for~hree ::lear's three dollars a
day.t() bake in that hole and.look at Turkey nothing but spiny
mountains and soldiers that look over here so they see each
others reflection in the lenses like I saw mine in Gordon
maybe. or Jorgo just like the soldier looking at the blond
tourists stretching, swimming sguirting .. 1101: cream between
their legs down there and.then maybe has to go someplace and
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let his hand on it or could be t.he soldiers do it all
together down in there in ~ circle no that-'s silly no use
thinkin' such shit when she's way up nort.h maybe f.ound some-
body else t.o touch that baby skin hafta go to town. check for
mail later she still writes love though don't worry about it
:29t t a stoE thinkin' this way maybe tneditateon the beach
~toJ2.thestreamof thoughts or else Itll have toqetmy hand
on 1.t too no goddamit that's fool1.sh just get back to work
and stop * * * Bis feet squished in the rubber sandals as
he walked back into the kitchen.
There she is in the corner purple sweater looking at
me what's she saying music's so loud Why do they sing it in
English 'You keep on knockin' but you can't come in' drummer's
e1ayin' another.song can't get.throughall. those dancers hash
stooke so thick can't see her .face .gotta get. through no thanks
no chillum who was he with nose dripp,ing can't see her face
s..he's ,touching:. him over .there black hair smiling at me huge
white.teethwl:!xdo thax 'push me back_al~aysstop the music
2le~~<~~et.. me'l:hrough. looking at me again can' t . see grey
smoke tnmyeyes where's.tle:r.faoe waiting for me there now
it stopped no this is a forest now green brambles can't get
through that's herrunninqawaI brown hair flying-Why ieahe
running away I Cj\N'TMOVE brambles digging in green. forest
rausl~'s-ptop~dwhereare all the dancers I CAN ''1' MOVE why
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can't I remember. ber face I CAN'T MOVE I CAN'T
He woke up with a start, felt 1:he sweat on his back,
the fly biting, tried to mOVe his riqht arm to kill it. but
it was pinned under bis chest asleep. The dream faded, a qirl
with no face that he loved dissolving in the sound of the
Waves. Eric rolled over and shook his right arm. The jagged
bleached rocks along the shore blinded him.. Be heard the
squawk of a magpie, and squinted over the water to where the
mountains of Turkey jutted dark qreen into the blue-white
sky. As his eyes adjusted he watched the moss-covered rock
off shore disappear under a wave and then emerge again, the
moss floating, then matti.ng down on the rock.. His toes
twiddled in the gritty sand and shells ..
Sitting up, he looked along the beach.. There was
nothing but the formations of rock leaning down to the
shore. Near the shore the rocks were smaller, and spaced
so that solitary patches of sand hid the tourists who walked
this far to swim and sunbathe in the nude. He could see no
one.
He stood then, stretching shoulders and legs. Still
no one appeared. With tentative steps, the broken shells
and stones of the beach smarting on his feet, he walked
down and into the sea. When the swells reached his waist
he soratched his pubic hair and genitals, and studied the
phosphorescence of bubbles in the watere There was a slight
numbing. He surfaced from the dive spitting, but the salt
6S
remained, and his beard itched from. thaminglinq of
sweat and salt water. Eyeing the shore and rolling onto his
stomach, he kicked and stret.ched his arms into a breast
stroke.. On the bottom his shadow mim.icked each movement.,
the shadow of exhaled air trailing to the side like blaok
smoke. The regular motion and breathing, the flow of waves,
and the sun on his shoulders drained the tension from his
body. Every fifth stroke he raised his head to locate the
mossy rook.
Be swam the last 100 fnet.ers on his back, feelinq the
waves buoy him up. The mountain rising up from the beach
lay bathed in intense light, the golden grainy sunlight of
Greece.. He smiled at the green mountain, the splotches of
pink oleander in the ravines, the ominous glide of the hooded
crows near the peak, and at the nub of his penis poking up
out of the water. Pur21e little one-eyed trouser snake he
thought and squirted a stream. of urine toward the sky. A
shriek of utter joy ripped from his lungs, but it made him
swallow water, so that he had to right himself while choking
and laughing simultaneously.. Someone was walking up the
beach now, 200 meters from his rock.. A woman long black
hair slim haven't seen her at the hotel.. • .. He turned
toward the shore, watching her slow tread through the sand ..
Eric felt the woman looking at him from the oorner
of her eye as he waded onto the beach. He shook water from
his hair, smiled, and looked straight into her eyes as she
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neared the spot where he st.ood.
"aello,"' she retn~n··ed·· h.i'" nr.·ee.ti..nn.
"'.... ... .'!:J ":J. "You look Just
like a Greek God walking out of the water, did you know
that?" The ease of the remark showed no embarrassment at
his nadedness. Without looking away he reached down for
his towel, covering himself in the act of drying.
IIAre you Greek?" he asked.
"No, I am Italian," she responded, nAnd yoU?"
"American. I wash dishes at the hotel down there."
She gave a little laugh, trying to break his stare. Bel'
look and manner had disarmed him, but he broke out of the
trance. "Sorry," he said, "But you're very nice to look
at .. I'
l'Oh, thank you,ll she laughed agai.n.. "And so are you .. "
She looked down at her feet. "May I share your sunning
spot. for a little while?"
Be looked at her face again. Her eyea "lere larqe,
big brown spaniel fayes he thought, the cheeks almost
prom.inent, lips thin and subtley curved down at the corners ..
Bel' body was lean and angular, and tawny from the sun ..
There was a black birthmark near her left ear, partly hidden
1:.. h ian.d a .... 'II..i.n crease of scar tissue showed itself onuya .r, W
her chin when she smiled. "Of course you may," he answered ..
"You know, you look like you could be an American Indian ..
From the shape of your face and the color of your skin, I
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flYes, but I don't have a bow and arrow," she laug-hed.
"I ain't so sure," Eric said, staring again. She
patt.ed her hand to her rounded lips, making a sound like the
Indian war-cry, then looked at him as they laughed together ..
Kosmas lit Eric's cigarette from across the table
and extinguished the match with a deft flick of his finger.
ais tall, lean body was deeply tanned, and the irridescent
blue shirt open at the chest showed grey and black tendrils
of hair. "How old do you think I am.?lf he asked, with blue
eyes flashing. IILook at my body, not at my facell!
"Forty, Jl Eric answered.
"Ah, you look at my face! My body looks thirty, but
I am thirty-nine years old.. Nearly an old man." He drmk
from the glass of whi.skey with a theatrical sweep of the
arm, as if to shoo away the thought of age. uI have been
sailing on the Greek ships for twenty years, Erica. To
India, Japan, Australia, and America. My English is very
good, don't you think? Next I will learn French. By next
summer I will speak it perfectly. It is a beautiful
language, so sensual, so smooth, you must kiss the air as
if it were a beautiful woman." He puckered and kissed the
air, eyes wide. As he spoke his finge.rs kneaded the air
with nimble articulation.
"But let rt1e tell you a. story about a beautiful woman ..
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We Greeks love to talk of such women, to touch them too,
yes, to awaken the fires in their bodies. All, Erico, when
! make love to a beautiful woman I like to leave the light
on, to proceed Slowly, to sip of her body and drink 10n9 of
her love. To look at the soft skin,touchlng it everywhere ..
You must keep the light on to enjoy, to savor the experience,
Ericol"
"Bullshitl i1 JOr90 interrupted. IJIf you had such a
woman now Kosmas you would fuck her like a horse .. 11 Kosmas I
eyes flashed like razor blades as he looked at his friend"
They exchanged several sentenoes of Greek rapid fire,
shouting and gesticulating.. Kosmas unleashed a long
sentence, nearly spitting. A group of the young waiters,
smoking and talking at a table nearby, all looked toward
Kosmas and began laughing and cheering. Jorgo broke into
a belly laugh. Kosmas calmed, looked back at Eric with a
wry smile, and continued the even phrases of English.
t'But mostly we Greeks love to talk about sex, about
beautiful women,,"
"live noticed that," Eric said, tlBut so it is every-
where. II
He waved
One
"Ab, yeas, Ericc, but it is not the same."
"I was once in CUba, on a ship"a scolding finger ..
night I was in Havana, drinking with my friends. We passed
a theater, with a picture of a black man and a white woman
making love.. 'Come inside and see the white princess and
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the black devil' the sign said. My friends went. on to
another bar, but I paid and entered the theater.. It. was
dark inside, and on the stage. was a bed with a blue light
above it. 1f
The waiters from the other table had moved their
chairs Over to listen. They watched Kosmas' soliloquy with
wide eyes, some whispering quick translations to those who
understood little English. He seemed t.o gain energy from
his audience, for he rolled his eyes and used his entire
body to supplement his speech. But he continued to look at
Eric.
"Suddenly a White woman walked t.o the edge of the
bed and slowly took off her robe.. She stretched and yawned,
the robe piled at her feet. Her hair was long a.nd golden,
her breasts perfect, her skin as white as the foam on a
pail of fresh goat's milk. She was beautiful, Erico,
Stunningly beautiful!"
One of the young waiters began snikkering.. It in-
fected the others, and grew into loud laughter.. Eric
couldn't help smiling with them at the act, the hyperbole
and exaggerated gestures of Kosmas' tall tale. He's got it
bad too never drape; the role but maxbe he's hustling me with
stories of beautiful women yea Lea she said her name was
~taying on the other side of the island to.decid.e.why she
left her husband funny coincidence max still be there next
week and there's room for IOU sure she said I should go there
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t;omorrow what seI!.se .in.wait.ing: but only a warm kiss today a
E.ro~ise maybe at least stopped the grinding about Mim!and
Denmark for awhile there comes the moon over Turkey it's
full incredible GOlden Goddess golden like.Mimi's skin in
the morningwhit~ :erincess • • •
Kosmas, Jorqo, and the younq Greeks were all shouting
at once. Eric leaned back in his chair, realized Kosmas
wouldn't get to finish his bawdy story, and so turned to
look around the patio and into the lounge where the tourists
sat drinking, talking, and playin.g cards. Strains of Greek
music floated up from the little 'Disco' down by the pool.
A tall Swedish woman walked by, looked at. no one, and
descended the st.eps t.o\"ard her bungalow. Aft.er she passed
Jorgo brought. laughter from the Greeks with some profane
remark, Eric guessed, but. Kosmas leaned. across the table,
filled Eric's glass with whiskey, rose, and followed her
down the steps with the half bottle of Johnny Walker still
in his hand. Jorgo shouted something as he left, but he
didn't turn around.
"Tomorrow is my last day,n Eric said to Jorgo.
"Where you going then?" he demanded.
"To the other side of the island, to the beach. I
will eat souvlacki, drink retsina all the day, and rub oil
on all the women's bodies. My skin will become brown and
I will never think about this hotel again." He grinned ..
nBravel Erice, bravo!1I said one of the young waiters,
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named Vassilli.. "Raimakki.. t would like 1lo go wi1:h you .. "
"What. does that word 'Riamakki' mean?" Erie asked
him.
fIt 1lell you one word. if you tell me one," Vaesil11
replied. "Kalmakki lethe sweet foam on top of the Greek
coffee you get, Ramakki. And so it also m.eans 'The Sweet
Life' • tf
"Perfect.," :5:ric smiled" I'The sweet life. NOW what
is your word?"
"Yes, Erico, what does this word 'decadence' mean?"
Eric laughed aloud, wondered where Vassilli heard the word,
and swept his arm in an arc to include the bar and garcon,
the plump tourists, the colorful plastic-chaired lounge,
the bungalows, and the pool.
"This, all of this shit is decadence, If be told him ..
flAb, all of this, this is decadence, yes, yes, I
understand. This is very good word, decadence, yes?"
tfExcellent word,tf Eric agreed. He rose to leave.
"Kalinikta (good night)," he said.
The bus stopped in the square in the center of the
village, and the school children got off and scattered in
different directions. Three young girlS, who had stared at
Erio all the way across the island, kept looking over their
shoulders as they moved away. He waved, and they started
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g'iggling. He walked to the shrine in the center of the
square and lowered his pack. It WAS a marble stat.ue of a
Whit.e goddess. She had wings on her back, wore a flowing
robe, and stood wit.h her hands lifted from her sides, the
palms outward. in an attitude of supplication. One side of
her face was perfect, the corner of the mouth lift.ed in a
sm.ile, the cheek smooth as a young girl'S. BU:t on the
right side of her face a piece of marble was missing where
the smile should be, and the eyebrow was arched, spoilinq
the symmetry and affecting the wild stare of a witch.
ErLc gazed at the strange, insorutable face, thinking-
the sculptor screwed it ul2 ruined the perfection meant it to
be Athena or Aphrodite maybe but cobbled. that face she both
loves and hates. you begs and snarls lovely and terrible says
1962 must 've lived here local boy's maBterpiece just. too bad
he failed must find Lea now ma.lbe on the beach need to
change so goddamnhot •••
He turned and surveyed the shoreline. A cement pier
extended 30 meters out from the street t.hat bordered t.he
beach. Beyond the end of the pier and perpendicular t.o it.
a wall of large bleaohed rooks, 100 meters long, served as
a breakwat.er for the fishing boats tied t.o both sides of
the pier. The mountains of Turkey were visible far across
the water, and to the right, closer in, a small island
arohed its oent.ral mountain up out of the calm, blue-green
Aegean. Back from the white sand beach sat. a row of cafe's
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along the street.. Flat bamboo sun-roofs cast striped shadow
em the tables, where a few tourist.s lounged, drinking beer ..
The midday sun .reflect.ing off t.he sand and white"'washed
buildings was blinding, an int.ense weight. t.hat drained away
energy.
A figure rose from a table at the last. cafe'. It was
Lea, wearing a st.raw hat and a thin bikini.. She st.rolled
down the street toward Eric, seeming to struggle throuqh
the heat's inertia, but smiling a.s she approached.. He
thought of the day before on the beach, recognized her lazy
gait, the lean legs and drooped shoulders, and smiled back.
"Yasu," he greeted ..
"Yasu, Neptune. You are early."
He nodded. I1It's beaut.iful here. Such a relief from
the hot.el. They gave me $100 for t.wenty days of work."
~fyou could stay here a long time with t.hat, ff Lea
said. "There is a room next to mine in the pension, but
you must pretend you don't know me.1! They walked baok past
the statue and d~~ a narrow street lined with shops.
tlBut I don't know you, do I?" Lea looked away from
his smile ..
"'It's down there, above the little cafe' , fJ she
i d nMh4 man in the barber shop will show you the room.po nte··." L ""
Tell him you'll pay 50 drachma a night.. There is hot water,
but it doesn't last long. 1I
"Thanks. I gotta git oughta these hot olothes.
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Shouldn I t we have an Ouzo together SOon? I'
111'11 be waiting-at the cafe' by the beaoh," she
said. I •m glad you're here., n He nodded and oontinued down
the street alone.
The room was small, with three beds lining the walls.
Louvered doors opened onto a narrow baloony that overlooked
the street, and the roofs of the houses back away from the
beach toward the Byzantine churoh. Erio stood under the
cold shower in the bathroom, dried off, and saw the open
door into Lea's room. Bel' large rucksack leaned in the
corner. Light clothes and underthings lay about the room,
and an opened letter was scattered on her bed.
All in Italian must be from her husband and a child's
writing at the bottom got. to hurt to be away trying: to
fi9ure out why maybe she'll have some answers for me or at
least safe arms safe Mimi always said so nice and safe to
lie here but I fled like Lea.not ready for. commitments or
just needing some assuranoe that it's right like the flower
this child drew would be enough some flick of aswitcbof
certainty butshe'll.likely.talkabout.it should just talk
for once no.toucn forqet the usury.no manipulation for a
change or bullshit like smooth Kosmas delivered didn't
finish his stor! that he .. likely read someplace any!!8ymaybe
discover .. the ending sometime ()r • • it
"Can you read it?" Lea asked from the doorway. Eric
looked up from the page of child's drawing. She looked at
7S
t.he page and back at him, her eyes revealing sorrow and
confusion. Holding his gaz.e, ahe closed the door, t.urned
t.he look, and embraced him in a ruah of breath.
6.
"1 couldn't wait," she said. afterward. She lay on
her side, with her knees wrapped around his leg and her
head in the crook of his arm.
"And I wasn't p·r.on·~ to·· ~¥N_·.·.ue··.,n ~.. r·i·c•• · m~i·d··"" ......... n """",. grinning.
She paused awhile, then burst out la.ughing.
"1 've forgotte.n so much English, 11 she apologized ..
III lived for nearly one year in Chicago, you know. But:t
was just a young girl, only fourteen. Tha.t was eleven
years ago. I wanted so much to go back, before • • Ii "
"You got married?"
"Yes."
"And now you're sorry about it?"
"Oh, 1 just got so bored, so tired of it, nothing
would happen. I was, what would you say, getting stale?"
"That. 's right. II
"l wanted so much to have very strong feelings l!qain,
like when I was younger. But it has been terrible. I have
hated myself sinoe I left, and hated hating myself, because
the only strong feeling that came was loneliness.. But now
I feel better. n She kissed his ear, put.ting her tongue in
it until it t.ick1ed. Eric squirmed, dug his fingers into
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her ribs, an.Q they wrestled on the bed, grabbing and
giggling, until the bed post hit the wall and they sto,pped,
listened, and laughed aqainembracing.
"And what about you? n she asked, lying down.
"Much the same, really. I lived through the winter
with a girl in Denmark. I met her in the midst of wandering
and d.rinking away my days, and it. didn't take long to fall
in love with her. She out through the loneliness you talk
of, and I realized that all the bumm.ing around. had been to
find her, and all the drun.ken nights had been a way to numb
myself from the pain of not finding her."
liI have never been drinking so much as here," Lea
added.
"But when the newness wore off, 11 Eric cont.inued, "and
it was time to sink my feet into the soil, I bolted. I had
to find out if she would fade like all the others, to find
out if I really am ready to sit still, even thou9'h after
being with her, the traveling seems pointless, irresponsible. g
liYou still love this girl, too, II Lea said, removing
lint from his beard.
"Yea, I reckon there' s no way to question that any
more than I have. n
She kissed the side of his face, collaring him with
,n'on' ~"e made me terribly hungry, It she whispe.red",her arms. .L v
"Then let's go eat and drink. If
"But shouldn't we do it again?" she implored, moving
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her hands around.
fl1 ain't prone to II n Ik
.. • •• .out Slle silenced his mouth
with a kiss.
7.
Antonio picked an introduotion on the mandolin,
stretched his neck, and wailed the first t.urns of some old
Greek song. His blue eyes diverged toward the ceiling,
seeing nothing, for he was blind. But the st.raining turns
of his voice oreated images of narrow mountain paths, the
cry of magpies, and the lonely singing of peasant women in
tiLe olive groves. Eric raised his glass of wine in a
salute, grinning over at Lea, and drank it all. She smiled
back, drinking too, and pushed the plate of sliced cucumbers
across to him.
Papa, scowling down at a case of beer, tried to fill
a tray with an order. The tiny taverna was full of Greeks.
The stench of the yellowed toilet in the corner mingled
with aromas of wine, cigarette smoke, and peanuts. Papa,
the tray now reacly I walked with short plodding steps toward
the table. Eis grey hair seemed to press down: on his fore-
head, preventing the scowl from going away. He appeared to
be bored and embittered by the crowd of customers.. After
the order waS delivered in his slow-motion way, he turned to
labor back toward the counter. Eric gestured for Lea to
watch. Antonio crescendoed into the climax of the song, his
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nose aimed at. t.he ceiling. Suddenly Papa stopped in the
middle of the floor and raised one foot a few centimeters.
The corners of his mouth t.ugged, his eyes rolled, and his
face threat.ened to crack. He alternated feet in a painful
yet joyous dance, t.he Greeks cheering his sudden change in
disposition. As Antonio held out the last note, Papa's
scowl returned, and he st.ruggled toward the counter again.
"That was wonderful!" Lea said amid the snouts of the
patrons. "I knew he oouldn't really be so sad."
"He hides his happiness pretty well, doesn't he?"
"This is so much more delightful than the cafe' down
the beach where all those young Greek boys dance. They
prance like roosters, you know, trying to be sexual and
dark. It's so primitive." Lea sorewed up her face in dis-
gust. '·They think you melt just to watch them, I hat.e it..
What is the word in Eng-lisn for that? Chauvinists?"
"That's the word. And what makes you think I'm any
different?" Eric was feeling the three bottles of wine,
feeling the need to cool Lea's affection, to come clean with
hez , flti'e come from different d.irections, don't we, and will
move on. And it's romantic here, we're bot.h confused and
lonely and horny. So we drink and laugh and use each other's
body for awhile, both chauvinists, bot.h looking for kicks,
as we say. Don't you really think that's the way it works,
She pouted for a second, thinking' I then nodded. "Ma.ybe
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that's why I've felt so terrible since I left," she aqreed ..
"Everything just goes by, and you're left alone again,
empty."
nAnd nothing seems to last."
Antonio began another song, gaining the attention of
everyone again. It was 'Zorba', and all the Greeks joined
in the rousing chozus , Lea laughed and started keeping time
by tilting her head. fiLet's get drunk before we go to bed!"
she shouted.
"Bravo I I' he called back, holding his bottle high ..
"M.ore wined"
8.
They sat together on the hillside behind the village.
A light mist was falling. Behind them, the setting sun
illuminated the underside of the qrey-black cloud that
covered the island. The filtered light caused the mountain
to the north to qlow pale qreen.. The fields below them were
deep, avacado c;1reen, and the sea beyond was black, the
mountains of Turkey hidden in storm clouds. As the rain
increased, a brilliant rainbow arched over the village ..
Each hue was reflected around them on the island: the
burning red sun, the belly of the cloud mixing qrey and
orange, the under-sea greens and. yellows of the fields, and
the soft pink of the village houses.
"What an incredible spectacle,11 Eric exclaimed. A
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kingfisher glided over them, its wings irridescent blue,
and landed in the pink snlash of -n, o'l."""'.nA.....r." ..If' .... ,,",Q 1.1."" Eric gasped
again at i:he range of color ..
"Look, another rainbow eu....... i•• d·e th··."" f··!·rs4.· on.e. I· "
l.."" '"' '"' Lea
pointed.. n I don't believethls, isn' t it beaut!fnl ! " They
sat touching shoulders, turning to look in every direction
at once.
ff~1a.kes you want to stay longer, doasn' tit, 11 Eric
said.
"Yes, but it's time. Oh, it's so beautiful I want
to cryl"
Eric gazed up at the two raiDbows fading and then
intensifying in t.he changing light.. A third, the third order
of the spectrum, he remembered, tried to arch over the other
two. Lea leaned aqainst him, taking his hand. "I have so
much enjoyed spending the time here with you, II he told her ..
"But I reckon it's time for me to CJo back, eoo , n Ite felt
her pull on his tee-shirt to wipe her eyes. It! 'm hungry, II
he said, hugging her. "Are you?1t
"Yes, but shouldn't we eat flrs.tl' and drink a litt:le
wine?" Her still moist eyes now flashed at him, and as she
forced a grin he kissed the crowfoot at the corner of her
left eye.
II And aome brandy, II he said, {I lots of sweet brandy .. n
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9.
Before sunrise came the crowing of the roosters.
Then as the light reached across the sea, warming Eric's
back, the donkeys from the fringes of the village began
their plaintive braying. They opened with long, mournful
waila that shortened and diminished into wheezing, airy
laught.er. The fishing boats putt-putted to the pier where
he sat, and the men sorted the night's catches, keepinq the
best for themselves. A young boy, having secured his
father's boat, carried a small octopus toward the rocks,
peeling the sucking wet tentacles from his wrist as he
walked. He reached a flat rock, took the octopus by one
leg, and flung it down with a splat. As the whip"'motion
was repeated, the octopus died, but he kept slapping it
down to get all the tension out of its muscles.
Old Theos opened. the door of his cafe', and Eric
walked off the pier, greeting all the fishermen, and sat
down under the bamboo awning. "Yasu, Theoder06, kalimera
(good morning),f! he said.
t'Kalimera, kopros (lazy one) , It Theos replied.
you up so early?"
nIt is too hot, I am going north."
"Ohi,oh!., (no, no), never too hot for old manl
go with this woman?"
You
nOnie lt
"Ab, you are smart boy, Erico Kepros. woman keeps you
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in thee bed all thee day, yes? II
"You would like to take care of her when :t go, right
Theos?"
"Of course, :Erico, but Theos too old now. Leave thee
young womans to Erico. Will you leave her here for the
Greek boys?"
"0hi.. She is going back to Italy today .. "
ftAh, poor Erico. You have ouzo with your coffee
today, yes?"
"O.K. rt
"I geev it to you because you leave.. Where you go?"
..I will go to Denmark, to stay a long time."
"O.K. Here is ouzo, here is coffee. To this place,
Denmark, Erico.. Kaimakkil n
"Ee vive'lft
"Ee Viva' I"
"Saludl lf
"Salud, Theosl!l
"What you say in Amereeka?"
"Here Is mud In yer eye I 11
Theos shook his head. "Cheers, Erico Kopros I. You
shall have a good traveling. tt
'*Efha.risto poli I (thanks very much) , ff Eric nodded.
Lea appeared around the corner, put her rucksack in
a taxi, and motioned to Eric. liMy plane goes in half an
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h. our," she said.. If I can 't.· h b
·ave ·reakfast with you."
"O.K. fa he replied. 'LTtLe took her in his arms" then
held her shoulders and looked through the sunglasses at her
eyes. "Have a good life, II he said.
"Oh , don't say· it .t..1.. .. t w·"y.tI'Wl~ u She kissed his nose,
and drew back.
11 0 •K., be III good mother? tl
"That's better. Be a good Viking. II
111 will. Good-bye, Lea."
flGood-bye." She turned once and waved as the taxi
sped out of town.
"Your coffee gets cold, II Theos said as Eric sat down.
"~Vbo made that statue of the woman over there, II he
asked.
tiM, that was my oldest son, Kosta," Theos said proudly.
"He is very famous in Athens now. II
tlBut didll I t he make a mistake on her faee? One side
is beautiful, but the other is chipped, ugly. fI
Theos tossed his head back in exasperation. "NO,
Erica, these is perfect, theee way. You are just too young,
but you will know thees some day.. Every woman is thees
way. But still she is perfect.. She is more whole and
beautiful with thee ugly.1I
flYea, I guess I see what you mean. n
"You have half hour before bus. Here I' we have more
84
ouzo. Nowliaten to old 'rheos. :r will tell eeta,ll to you.
about womans. Kai:makki 1at
'" Kaimakki I' Theoa. I am listening-."
